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I

Get Out And Vote
Urge The Jaycees

The Murray-Calloway County
JayCees have urged all citizens
to get out and go to the
tomorrow, November 2.
-We care not whether your
vote is cast for the Democrat,
Republican, Commonwealth or
American party candidate,
"Paul Fleming, president of the
organization said. "We only care
that your vote is cast so that the
results will show a true reflection
of what the people of this community want", he said.
"To encourage you, we will
have registration tickets at each
polling place for you to fill out
and drop in a special box, then at
8.30 p.m on November 2, we will
have a drawing of these tickets
at the court house and one will be
drawn from each precinct for a
check for $25.00 from the
JayCees", Fleming continued.
He pointed out that the winner
need not be present to win.
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Candidates Schedule
ast Minute Speeches

action of the February Grand Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons was host to the
Jury on the charge.
Chester and Sharon Sins of Mayfield and Paducah chapters
Benton Route Five, age sixteen, at the meeting held Thursday
were both treated at the evening at the Masonic Hall.
emergency room of the Murray. The chapters conferred the
Calloway County Hospital at 1:10 Royal Arch degree upon Ed
a.m. Chester was treated for Taylor of Paducah, Ralph Armbuckshot wounds of the face and strong of Mayfield, and Rev. R.
shoulder and Miss SirIs for A. Rinker of Murray
buckshot wounds of the neck and Attending from Paducah were
head, according to hospital of- Harry Lee Farley, Norman L.
Harper, Our Thompson, and
ficials.
Virgil Ballard.
a
group
said
of
Steele
Sheriff
By United Press International the accomplishments of his
P.
persons threw a pumpkin on the Those from Mayfield were
Campaigning in the Kentucky administration.
front porch of the Settle home and Alfred Lindsey, Freemont
gubernatorial race continued "Tuesday is a very important
that Settle then allegedly shot at Blume, L. L. Bedwell, and Kent
right through election eve today, day in the future of Kentucky,"
C.
J.
Hicks
was
Rev.
Berkley.
the persons outside the home.
after both major candidates put the Governor said. "The things
and
Ed
from
here
Boston,
Settle then went back into his
in a weekend of heavy campaign that need to be done can best be
house to reload his gun and when Benedict and R. W. Burgess were
work.
done by the Emberton-Host
Clinton
from
present
he returned to the front, he was
Lt. Gov. Wendell H. Ford, the team.
G.
attending
were
Murrayans
allegedly attacked by Chester.
for Earlier, U.S. Sen. John
nominee
Democratic
No charges were placed against B. Churchill. Ila Douglass, Mike
Governor, scheduled last-minute Sherman, Cooper, R-Ky., atRaker.
Robert
Klapp,
Norman
Settle or Miss ails, according to Douglas
news conferences at six state tended a Somerset rally for
H.B. Willoughby,
county authorities.
airports today as he wound up his Emberton and Host, urging
Assisting Sheriff Steele in Aubrey Marr, Louie Westerman,
campaign_
southeastern Kentucky residents
We turned our clock the right way patrolling the county Saturday Howard McNeely, John Harve
to vote the Republican ticket.
Combs,
Bert
Gov.
Former
R.H.
Perkins,
Troy
Robbins,
on
were
we
and
reason
for some
night were Deputy Sheriffs
Independent candidate A.B.
whom Ford defeated in the Ma
the correct time Sunday.
Gerald Cohoon, Maurice Wilson, Bogard, Wally Ford, and Robert
told supporters at
Chandler
the
Democratic
for
Kinney.
primary
high
350
Sheriff
and Jimmy Cherry.
A select group of
Mount
Vernon
the
Saturday that the
on
the
appeared
known,
the
close
of
meeting,
the
At
nomination,
have
should
we
Although
Steele said an old car was burned
school singers and 40 in
platform over the weekend a current campaign for election
it was surprising how dark it got in Lynn Grove, and fires in the group went to Jerry's Restaurant strumentalists will perform
Prestonsburg to urge Ford's would be his final one.
so early yesterday evening, and Lynn Grove and Dexter area Ix refreahmenta•
Faure's "Requiem" tonight in
Also speaking at the 7th "This is my last time and I'm
election.
bow much daylight we had this were investigated. Damage was
the highlight performance of the
Congressional- District rally not going to run again"„ the 73morning.
reported to bridges and fires at
24th Annual Quad-State Choral
Saturday was U.S. Rep. Carl D. year-old two-time former
main intersections in surrounFestival at Murray State
Chandler is
Governor said.
Perkins, of Hindman.
We are not too excited over all the dingrcounties.
University
under the
election
seeking
a
ended
rally
weekend
The
Street
promises to four-lane Main
The students come from five
Chief Brown said the city was
helicopter Commonwealth party banner
-county
35
three-day,
and extend U.S. 641 North. These
A.
Dr.
H.
was
Kopperud
elected
prepared,
states and are better
reported rather quiet except for
sweep by Ford and Julian William E. Smith, of Princeton,
have been the magic words for
the egg throwing, some van- president of the Kentucky sing better and give a better
the
Carroll, of West Paducah, the American party candidate,
for
candidates
gubernatorigi
(Love Studio photo I
dalism,some citations, and small Library Trustees Association concert than many all-state
for halted his personal campaign
nominee
Democratic
last three elections and still
the
during
Kentucky
annual
heard,"
have
groups that I
the work of the
appearances last month, in a
Governor.
All fires. He praised
Lieutnant
nothing has been done.
for their Library Association meeting in Robert Saar, professor of music
Mr.
and
L.
Story
Mrs.
Festus
protest over what he termed the
appeared
Nunn
B.
Louie
candidates for governor have Murray Jaycees
Gov.
organization of the "Trick or Louisville on October 25, 26, and at MSU said.
statewide television Sunday "excessive costs of the GOP and
on
promised this because they
and
27
later
Claude
Gooch,
Jeffrey
married
and
Newnam
Elizabeth
Treat" schedule
Mr.and Mrs. Festus L. Story of
night to boost the campaigns of Democratic campaigns."
figure it is what folks want to
Fourteen adults and sever Dr Kopperud is treasurer of Foote of the voice faculty at MSU Murray Route One will celebrate Fred Kemp.
Emberton for Governor and A group of American party
Torn
hear.
Mrs. Story is the former
juveniles were cited by the the Calloway County Public will be the featured soloists.
their golden wedding anJames Host for Lieutenant candidates and officials over the
of
daughter
finest
the
Board
of
Library
of
choral
Davidson,
Trustees.
one
Donnye
is
"This
(Continued on Page Eight
niversary on Sunday, November
The program was weekend endorsed the proposed
If we can't even get a white line
the late John Davidson and Ida Governor
festival groups in our part of the
Republican state homestead amendment to be
the
by
for
paid
down the middle of Doran Road
Marine Davidson. Mr. Story is
country," Baer added
listed on state ballots in
house will be held at the the son of the late Clarence Story central committee.
to prevent auto accidents, then
The public is cordially invited.
Tuesday's election.
a
with
waking,
the
of
Murray
Room
NUnn,
how can we put much credence in
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0
the,
.
in
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Stacy.
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Shaker&
concert
and
free
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The amendment would provide
from
resulting
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Hopkinaville
promises to tourdane anyteene.
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of
Branch
farmer.
Union
and
retired carpenter
ballroom of the Student
exemption on payment of
an
central
south
through
tour
Loan
and
We do live on the other end of
Savings
Federal
They attend the West Fork
Building. Bear will be the conDoran Road, however as far as By United Press International or-treaters because of the ductor for the concert.
Association, Main and Seventh Baptist Church where he serves Kentucky Friday and Saturday property taxes on the first $6,500
for Emberton, spent most of the of taxable real estate for persons
benefitting from any im- The traditional Halloween Honaker murder.
Streets, Murray,from two to five es a deacon.
provements to the raod, we would holiday—although a pleasure In Atlanta, Chris Harvey, 50,
pin. All friends and relatives are Their children are Randolph half-hour TV program outlining over 65.
not benefit any more than for most children—proved a answered a knock at his door
Invited to attend The children of Story, 1507 Story Avenue, J. R.
anybody else. We are merely nightmare for many parents Saturday night to find a darkMr. and Mrs. Story will be hosts Story, 1708 Farmer Avenue, Mrs.
trying to correct a situation who searched bags of plunder haired youth with a pistol. The
for the occasion.
Johnson,
(Sara))
Bobby
which will surely lead to ac- for treats spiked with such youth fired once through the
The couple was married on Parklane Drive, and Mrs. Arthur
Officer Third
cidents. Since we travel this road items as razor blades, pins and door, hitting Harvey in the Nevi.' Petty
November 5, 1921, by Bro. Pat) Bailey, North 4th
Class Frank Bale Sykes, son of terson at Grove High School, H. ( Anna
each day, we are more cognizant drugs
and
of Murray. They have
all
arm, then stepped inside
Street,
Jack
,
D.
of the danger than a lot of people. Atleast three Halloween fired again, striking Harvey in Mr. and Mrs. Walton
Paris, Tenn. Their attendants eleven grandchildren and two
Murray was
llravel on this road will increase connected murders were also the chest. Harvey's wife, Mary, Sykes of 1310 Poplar,
were Miss Audis Marine, who great grandchildren.
recently promoted to his present
1400 per cent when the new high reported to police.
kitchen
the
46, rushed in from
commander,
rank by his ship
Lt. Gov Wendell Ford, the within my power to improve Ky.
sehool opens tomorrow.
gunman shouted,
Nancy Minma, 13, Oakwood, and the
Corn. P.D. Butcher, according to
for 94 across Kentucky; priority list
nominee
Democratic
Ohio, could hardly keep her "Trick or treat," then shot her
Governor of Kentucky and for major improvements."
The big trouble of course, is that voice under control as she told in the chest, killing her a letter received by his parents.
Sykes is abord the U.S.S.
Republican candidate Tom A portion of Emberton's
the Highway Department is the of her Halloween nightmare. instantly.
Sixth
the
with
_
Daniels
Josephus
have both responded response is as follows;
Emberton,
patronage
of
arm
principal
Harvey was hospitalised in Fleet in the Mediterranean Sea.
Nancy's 13-year-old trick-orissued by the "I have looked into thiamine.
challenge
If
a
arnong political parties.
his
relayed
Nixon
Michigan.
condition.
treating companion, Marian satisfactory
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
political debts are to be paid, it is Honaker, was dead, stabbed 15 Melvin Moore, 18, Chicago, The commander said in his White House today began a feelings on the subject to Scott "Operation Townlift" committee again, and am pleased to be able
Chamber ot to report to you that steps are
through the Highway Depart- times, and Nancy had barely was beaten to death in his letter to Mr. and Mrs. Sykes, "I
Aid and Ford by way of William E. of the Murray
share your pride in his selection drive to keep the Foreign
being taken to alleviate a portion
Commerce.
for
Eight)
assistant
Page
his
a
on
during
Timmons,
night
she
(Continued
home Saturday
escaped from a man who
This program alive through stop-gap
for advancement.
in
your problems. At this time
of
committee,
Chamber
The
said attempted to strangle her. Halloween party. Police said achievement is a direct result of means while it tries to work out congressional relations.
Highway Department is
the
canthe
to
letters
identical
Dale Barney, 24, who Nancy Moore was apparently killed by personal sacrifice, dedication to a new proposal that will get the Presidential Press Secretary
asked them both to developing design plans for
didates,
continuthe
said
an
arZiegler
during
Ronald
youth
another
program
identified as the alleged murduty and extended separations multi-billion-dollar
on highway improvement of U.S. highway 641
ing resolution, if approved, define tbeir positions
derer, was in custody today. He gument over a 25-cent admis- from his family.
It is my past Congress.
County. between Murray and Benton
Calloway
in
construction
was arrested after the Friday sion charge for the party.
As the Senate Foreign Stela- would allow the administration
pleasure to serve with Frank as
IA. Governor Ford said in his These plans call for the four a
in
alive
aid
foreign
The Delta Department of the killing by his brother, Dan, Dana Gregory, 17, Northkeep
to
tions Committee met to review
his Commanding Officer"
!ening of a major segment of this
reply:
Murray Woman's Club will meet acting fire chief of Oakwood,
Continued on Page Eight)
•the consequences of Friday's coordinated way. There will be
to
road. My administration will
pleasure
my
be
will
"It
at the club house on Tuesday, a Cleveland suburb.
surprising 41 to 27 Senate vote no attempt to win auPPleinental continue the progress that has assure that this project retains a
November 2, at 7:30 p.m.
In nearby Newburgh, Ohio,
which sentenced foreign aid to appropriations for any one
been made on the four Inning of high priority."
"Glimpses of Our Foreign volunteer firemen and policedie Nov. 15, GOP congressional country or group of countries,
U.S. 641 South from Murray to the The letter from the local
that
said, calling
Neighbors" is the subject of the men used their own cars for
leaders already had the word Ziegler
state line. I will do all chamber was signed by chamber
Tennessee
scheduled program with Prof. special patrols to protect trickfrom President Nixon about the approach only a Piecemeal
president, E.J. Haverstock;
Troud Sandvik and foreign
Initial strategy he will pursue. solution.
Townlift chairman,
Operation
officials
students as guests. Miss Ruby
White House officials said Instead, White House
and executive
Vaughn;
Leonard
Simpson is program chairman.
$2.9 said, the administration will
secretary of the chamber,
Ten seniors from Murray are and Mrs. John .4tryant. He is Nixon wants to keep the
a
develop
to
legislation
Hostesses will be Mrs. Elliott
seek
beyond
James Johnson.
35 Murray State serving as currenrScabbard and billion program going
among
Wear, Miss Lorene Swann, Mrs.
Nov. 15 by means of a fully coordinated foreign aid The Faxon Mothers Club will
have
candidates
president.
Blade
"Both
University
students
to
selected
They said this will
Henry Warren, Mrs. Myrtle Wall,
home continuing resolution —a device program.
Cooper, a
hold its regular meeting on promised us help with our highappear in the 1971-72 edition of Miss
scratch.
from
starting
Mrs. R. H. Thurman. and Mrs.
to mean
Snows spending
Wednesday, November 3, at 1:45 way problems in various
Who's Who Among Students in economics major, is the daughter which
Ronald Churchill.
Without any bill, Ziegler said
in the seventh grade class speeches during the campaign,"
p.m.
American Universities and of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Cooper and continue at present levels.
would not even be funds
has been song leader, treasurer, The program is operating at there
Haverstock said. "We wished to
room of the school.
Six Shrine units will participate Colleges.
aid
foreign,
keep
'to
available
The announcement was made and mum sale co-chairman for the moment under such a administrative offices open. Giving the devotion will be have these committments in
in the Murray State Universi
passed when the
Mrs. McDermott's fifth grade. writing."
Homecoming Parade acco 0 :0 by J. Matt Sparkman, vice- the Horne Economics Club. She is resolution
resolu- There is still roughly $4 billion Starting with this meeting, "The Murray Chamber of
president for student affairs at parliarnentaran for the Kentucky fiscal year began. That
to Milton Jones, President of
the
in
funds
committed
In
Student Home Economics tion expires Nov. 15 amd a
Murray Calloway County She' MSU.
which will mothers with perfect attendance Commerce is non-partisan, and
continuing provision foreign aid pipeline
"
vice- second
By United Press International
Those from Murray are: Association, second
Club.
recipient at each club meeting until the we endorse no candidate,
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get to
presumably would put the eventually
en"but
added,
be
will
term
Haverstock
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Phi
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school
president
close
William
Armstrong,
hay
wide
area
William
a
over
Units
Kentucky: Variable cloudiness
nations regardless of what
home economics honorary, expiration problem aside until
presented a gift, a club deavor to work with both parties
Congress does, though it would
through Tuesday with no im- been contacted by Jack Persall, Bryant, Jan Cooper, Ada Sue
year.
next
early
at all times for the good of this
said.
president of Tau Phi Lambda
spokesman
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six
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for
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changes.
several
portant temperature
The White House discussed take
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definite
of
them
those funds to trickle out.
Widely scattered showers east
Gail Smith, Kim Smith, and American Home Economics Its strategy Sunday with Senate
0.McGovern,
S.
George
Sen.
today and over the south by late confirmation that they will
republican leader Hugh Scott of
Association.
Ernest Williams.
said he would introduce
Tuesday. Highs today and participate
Pennsylvania and House GOP S P.
speech,
and
in
Majoring
drama
an
Armstrong,
agriculture
the
Rizpah
are
The
units
today to restore the
legislation
Tuesday in the 70s. Lows tonight
of
Ford
R.
Clowns from the Murray major, is the son of Frank H. Miss Hutson was the Ideal Fresh- leader Gerald
$300 million credit arrangement
mostly in the 50s.
Calloway County Shrine Club, the Armstrong and the late Mrs. man Girl for 1968-69, viceunder which Israel can buy
The Jewelry Class of the Crafts
Paducah Shrine Club Motor Armstrong and has been active President of Alpha Lambda Delta
airplanes; to restore assistance
of thei Women's Society An open meetings of the Kappa
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chairman,
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prohibit all military aid to the
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Motor
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State,
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from
nutrition
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thursday and Friday. No im- from Rizpah Temple except the In animal
Little Sisters Miss Hutson is a
2,9, Serving as hostesses will be
program at Robertson are asked the aid to Israel, would be class to be held on November
portant temperature changes Paris group which is from Al University.
Ted Bradshaw, Mrs.
Mrs.
member of Alpha Psi Omega
three
last
The
23.
a
i
with
16,
pd
major
Speech
a
Bryant,
Temple.
a parent or approved in some form of
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Ford, Mrs. Jim Hall,
been on to attend with
Jimmy
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He is the son of Capt.
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explain
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(Continued ii
"Face the Nation."
(Continued on Page Eight
60(1 Friday

Murray Chief of Police James
M. Brown and Calloway County
Sheriff Clyde Steele said no
major damage was reported to
property in Calloway County over
the Halloween weekend.
Gary Chester, 19, of Mayfield
Route Seven was charged with
assault and battery by Calloway
County Sheriff after an incident
at the home of Cook Settle in the
Harris Grove community on
Sunday morning about 1:10.
County Judge Robert 0. Miller
ruled that Chester be held for the
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"Boy, Johnny's a real dummy". That's what kids say about
John because he can't do second
grade reading
His teacher says he's inattentive-Won't sit still and try.
His mother says he is just a
"late bloomer".
And John? He doesn't know
what to say. But he himself is
beginning to believe that he must
be pretty dumb.

as Second Class Matter

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

The truth is that John has a
hidden handicap that makes
reading and writing very difficult
for him. His brain does not
preceive and interpret correctly
what his eyes see. The word say
becomes was, the letter b
becomes d, he writes the number
3 for E.

MONDAY—NOVEMBER 1, 1971

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER

11111K8 FELE

Charles Starast, age 72, of Detroit Mich., died October 27.
Funeral and burial services were held here.

John is just one of the 15 percent ( about five in every
Classroom) of school age children
learning
functional
with
disabilities. These children have
disorders which may manifest
th4 mselves in imperfect abilities
to listen, think or speak, read,
write, spell or perform mathmatical calculations

New substations have been completed by TVA st Hardin and
Coldwater to increase the electric power supply of the West
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation.
Mrs. Voris Sanderson was elected president of the Blood River
WMU at the quarterly meeting held at the Memorial Baptist
Church.
The Lynn Grove Wildcats beat the Cuba Cubs 69 to 4.3 in a
basketball game played at Lynn Grove.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
T. Sledd,Calloway County Democratic manager, said that over
$500 in prizes will be given away to tickets holders on election
night, November 6. He said they are being given to spur voters to
the polls.
The Garden department of the Murray Woman's Club' will
sponsor the annual Christmas Decorating contest, according to
Mrs. Oliver Cherry, contest chairman.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Crass of the Crass Furniture Company
will attend the formal showing of the 1952 Crosley refrigerator
line at Memphis, Tenn., on November 2.
Roy Starks who has been a chemist with a firm in Louisville is
now associated with his father, Urban G Starks, in their business
on South 12th Street.

MONDAY—NOVEMBER 1, 1971

I READY , MR PRESIDENT

Construction To Show Continued
Strength According To Forecast

The causes are varied but the
results are often the same.
Normal learning becomes a
severe strain, the child develops
a pattern of failure, becomes
inattentive and overactive.
Eventually he "turns off" from
school and may later become a
dropout.
How can these children by
helped"'
Early and accurate diagnosis is
the first step If you believe your
child suffers from some learning
disability talk it over with his
teacher, and your family doctor.
He may refer you to a
psychologist who specializes in
Dyslexia, Hyperkeneses, and
motor skill problems.
Accurate records of how your
child has developed from birth
can be enormously helpful in
pinpointing learning problems.
Sincerely yours,
Community
Mayfield
Woman's Club
Association for Specific
Perceptual
Motor Disabilities
607 Usher Street
Mayfield, Kentucky. 42U6t;

WASHINGTON, D.C.,- seven per cent, followed by the
lower grades; steady in the
Increased nonresidential con- Northeast, with a five per cent
middle; expansion at the top, but
struction next year, plus housing increase, and the South, up two
with severe budget restraint
close to this year's level, will lift per cent. Construction in the
holding the growth of colleges
construction contract value four West, however, will show a one
below their potential.
per cent, to $82.6 billion, in 1972. per cent decline.
There's no evidence of any
This compares with an expected
Economic Environment
slowdown in the strong upward
total of $79.8 billion in contrend of hospital construction
Neither is there SR I N. ation in am other for these is none other
struction contracts for 1971, The 1972 Gross National
that began in the Sixties. Conname under heaven given among men, wherebs wo must be
based on eight months' figures Product, now estimated at $1,150
tracting for hospital and health
saved.—Acts 4:12.
already in, it was reported by billion, will benefit from
facilities in 1972 is headed for a 10
Jesus Christ is riot one among many Saviors He is the only
McGraw-Hill
Information President Nixon's economic per cent gain, according to
Savior of men
Systems Company, producers of plans to control inflation,
Christie.
Dodge Reports and Sweet's believes Christie.
"'The AdHousing
Catalogs, in its annual forecast of ministration's new program not
1971 was the biggest year in
construction markets.
only improves the chances that Nstory for the production of
In 1972, the seasonally-adjusted next year will really achieve this
Shelter, with the number of units
Woman. the last thing that man will civilize, if you Dodge Index . 1967-100i is ex- total; it should also make next around the two-million mark and
pected
to
advance
to
150
from
growth
more "finally in touch with HUD'
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Twosomes flock
to bonnie loch
By GORDON IRVING
Copley News Service
BALLOCH, Scotland
Thousands of romantically
minded tourists from all over
the world seek out the "bonnie,
bonnie banks" of loch Lomond. The old love ballad
about the loch is sung so often
that the traveler makes a special point of visiting the banks
or shoreline of the song-famed
loch.
"Bring your own true love.
We'll supply the bonnie, bonnie
banks!" shouts the slogan
adopted by the steamer company which sails a vessel aptly
named the Maid of the Loch on
this inland loch or Lake, just
over a 30-minute drive northwest from the industrial city of
Glasgow
So courting couples, honeymooners and married twosomes seek out Loch Lomond
every week, either driving up
its western banks or taking a
sail in the loch's own steamer.
Manj leave still arguing
about the origin of the song
"Loch Lomond,'' and the
chorus that runs.
"Oh. yell tak' the high road,
and I'll tak' the low road.
An'
be in Scotland before
ye"
The song is thought by some
to be linked to an incident during the Scots Jacobite rebellion
against the English in 1745.
The theme, it is said, is love
for one's country rather than
the love of man and maid. The
Celtic peoples believed that, at
the time of a man's meeting his
death in a foreign land, his
spirit would return by "the low
road" to the neighborhood of
his own Land that he knew in
life.
"Two Scottish soldiers were
held prisoner in England during the uprising. • a Loch
Lanond historian explained,
"and the song tells how the one
to be released would return to

his own land by the 'high road,'
while the Wit of his friend,
who was to be executed, would
return to its old haunts try the
low road.'"
That theory aside, however,
there is no doubt that the song
today has romantic associations, and is a favorite of sweethearts and lovers world-wide
Lovers by the thousand sample the scenic delights of Scotland's famous loch every year,
and go strolling by its banks
and braes hills
Hallway up the loch, on its
western shore, is the tiny village of Luss. Its rose-covered
cottages by the loch's edge and
its old-world air make it a
charmer for tourists
Loch Lomond is 21 miles long
anu five miles broad Christian
communities were founded In
its islands; Saint Kentigern,
who died in 743 A.D., is buried
on the isle of Inchcailloch,
which has a 12th Century
chapel and an ancient burial
ground Other islets, tree-covered and lonely, are also
steeped in history
Famous Highland clans had
their homes around the loch,
and the Scottish rebel warrior
Rob Roy McGregor, born near
the head of the loch, has left a
legacy of daring exploits.
The yew trees which still
grow so lustily on the islet of
Inchlonaig, in the center of the
loch, are believed to have been
planted by King Robert the
Bruce, the great Scottish hero,
who wanted yew for his an
chers' bows
Legends by the score live on
around the loch, and local inhabitants, many bearing the
old clan names of MacFarlane
and MacGregor, will recount
stories galore One claims that
Loch Lomond at one time had
an island that floated. taking up
a different position at different
seasons Tiny islands are also
said to have vanished and reappeared as the water level rose
i and fell.
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Readers comment
on 'mama's boys'
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: You told "HAVING DOUBTS" to grab
the guy who was extra good to his mother. It's obvious that
you don't know what it's like to be married to a mamma's
boy. You're lucky!
Please print my true story for her to see:
Before marriage, I thought Ralph [fake name) was a
real jewel. Several said: "A guy who is especially good to
his mother will make a fine husband."
MaybeA this is true, if the guy draws the line. Ralph
didn't. In spite of the fact that 1 tried my best to make
Ralph happy, loved, feel like a man, here are a few things
he did to ruin our marriage:
111 Stopped off at Morn's house on the way to work,
after work, and tie called her daily on his lunch hour.
[2] Sat back and didn't say a word to defend me when
his Mom put down me and my family.
[31 Took Mom out.every Sunday to visit friends. When I
asked to go along, Ralph said: "You wait here. I'll be back
in a little while." [His "little white" was all day.)
[41 Told Mom all about our sex life. [How's that for a
shocker'] She told me herself, and it was accurste, so I
know she wasn't bluffing.
151 When Ralph got sick he wouldn't let anyone near
him but his Mama.
Abby, I could go on, but I think you get the point. Molt
guys who are s000000 good to their mothers are usually
mama's boys.
Of course, our marriage didn't last long. Ralph's doctor
told him if he didn't go back to his mother he would have a
nervous breakdown. He went. And now I'm glad be did.
RALPH'S "EX"
DEAR ABBY To "HAVING DOUBTS" because her
boy friend always puts his mother first, you said: "Grab
him. For a preview peek of how a man will treat his wife.
take notice of how he treats his mother."
Not true, Abby. He will always put his mother first as
long as she lives, and has wife will have to play second
fiddle.
Believe me, I know Well-oared-for invalids usually outlive their grandchildren
U W K.
The feedback on "Having Doubts"
DEAR 0. W.
surprised me. Nhaety per cent of those who wrote disagreed
with my answer and expressed the view you expressed
above. For a beautiful letter from the opposition, read this:
DEAR ABBY: I agree with your answer to "HAVING
DOUBTS." When I was 19, I was engaged to a young man
who seemed to have more consideration for his mother than
he did me.
safe was •icadow, mangy so, with a bad log. She liked to
go for rides in Use car, and atop for ice cream, so my fiance
always put Mom in the front with him while I sat alone in
the back I resented it because sometimes they would have
conversations about people I didn't even know.
And Morn stuck like a burr. She was one of those people
who said good-bye 20 times before leaving. She really was a
bore to a 19year-old girl who wanted to be alone with her
boy friend.
Then I book a cioser look. Her son always helped her in
and out of the car. He spoke politely to her, and if her
chatter bored him, he never showed it. But most important,
•. here was a woman who had raised her son alone. And he
was a fine man who believed in God, and in getting a good
education and in marrying instead of chasing around. She
must have been quite a woman to have raised such a
wonderful son.
We married, and Mom's real character came thru. She
died at 73. That was 20 years ago I still miss her.
NO DOUBTS
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What's year ambles'? Yeah feel better if yes get It off
Nour chest. Write to ABBY. Box 59700, los Angeles, Cal.
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Women React With "Too Much Caution For
Their Own Good" In Hazards On Road
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Egg white sometimes
sticks to the inside of the
shell of raw eggs, making it
difficult to remove. dance!.
I ly 'his is because the eggs
are' fresher and the white
is thicker, according to
USDA home economists.

1

Smooth sauce
A secret to making a
smooth white sauce is to
blend the flour with fat or
cold liquid before combining it with hot liquid Low
heat and constant stirring
also help.

most reckless of drivers but
perhaps the safest.
"Eighteen to 21-year-old drivers are not accident prone," is
the way Dr. Francis C. Kenel,
well-known traffic and safety
MEMBERS OF the Calloway County Homemakers Club are
education specialist puts it. shown before they boarded their Western Kentucky Stages' bus to
is a go to Paducah to attend the Purchase Area Homemakers meeting
"What we did discover
tendency toward a high colli- on Wednesday at the Cabana Club,
sion involvement rate among
the 22 to 25-year-old group."
Test Data Evaluated
Dr. Kenel evaluated test data
Mrs. A. Carman, left, of the Murray Art Guild is shown acfrom more than 1,000 drivers
cepting the check from Mrs. Ruth Blackwood of the Murray
from, teens through the 60s who
Grove 126, Service Club of the Woodmen of the World, for use in
ratings
a
in
participated
the renovating of the home recently purchased by the Gulld.
County Concord Club; Mrs Raymond
Calloway
program at the International The
from
Automobile Show in New York Homemakers went by bus to the Story and Mrs. Dennis Boyd
club;
Grove
Pleasant
South
the
the
viewed
and
Bank
last spring. It's part of a Paducah
from the
continuing safety program run complete collection of the Ray Mrs. Ernest Madrey
Harm bird prints and then on to Penny club; Mrs. James Mitby the Pirelli Tire Corp.
Colson
Kenel said on the basis of the the Cabana Club to attend the chison and Mrs. Calvert
Murray Open Duplicate Bridge
Tuesday, November
Area Homemakers from the Dexter club; Mrs
Purchase
AccidentPirelli
(for
PAAT
Hall,
Gleason
in
will
meet
Club
The Murray TOPS Club will
Avoidance Test) results an- Association meeting on Wed- Gladys Jarrett and Mrs. Clara
at the Calloway County St. Leo's .Catholic Church, at
Murray Grove 126, Service meet
nounced this week, "it behooves nesday. Over 600 women at- Bromley, Food and Nutrition
Health Center at seven p.m. All seven p.m. No advance notice is
Assistants, who are working with
Club of the Woodmen of the
us to dispose of present tended the meeting.
call
information
For
necessary.
persons are invited.
families wishing help in using
program
Stewart,
Marcia
World, made a financial con- interested
whole
Mrs.
a
develop
and
standards
753-8838.
tribution to the Murray Art Guild
new set of criteria for re- chairman in Extension Home their foods to the best advantage
of
Society
Women's
The
at
held
at the October meeting
testing licensed drivers and Economics brought greetings in Calloway County: and Mrs.
Christian Service of the First
the Woman's Club House.
formulating future driver train- from the University of Kentucky. Barletta Wrather, County ExHome
in
Agent
Ruth
Blackwood, United Methodist Church will
Mrs. Philip Harrison, president tension
Mrs.
ing programs."
Thursday, November 4
Extension Economics.
Kentucky
president of the service club, meet at ten a.m. with the The Garden Department of the Other conclusions from the of
Homemakers Association, told of
presented the check to Mrs. A. executive board meeting at 9:15 Murray Woman's Club will have simulator testing:
Carman of the Guild which has am. A potluck luncheon will be a holiday workshop at 1:30 p.m.
—Drivers who taught them- her trip to the meeting in Dallas,
recently purchased a home on served at noon in honor of Mrs. Hostesses are Mesdames I. L. selves, or were taught by Texas.
retiring
Britton,
North Sixth Street. The Guild is William
Clanton, H. Ed Chrisman, E. S. friends or family members, had Group singing was led by Mrs.
Harold Eversmeyer and Mrs.
In the process of renovating it president.
Ferguson, A.M. Alexander, and a higher conviction rate.
Good nutrition begins at
with assistance from donations
—More than 70 per cent of Louise Short accompanied her on the grocery store. Make
Thomas McCoy.
First
the
of
CWF
the
of
1
Group
and contributions of individuals
the 18-21 group had driver the organ. Brother Cede Kellar, sure that you buy foods
principal of St. Mary's High which benefit, your family
and organizations. Mrs. Suzanne Christian Church will meet at ten
education training.
School, Paducah, was the main the most. Your meal planDoyle is president of the Guild. sin, in the home of Mrs. Henry
Safest Driver
Friday, November 5
Mrs. Carman spoke on her Fulton, Dogwood Drive, with The Murray-Calloway County
—Safest drivers were found speaker- He provoked a lot of ning should include foods
paintings of "Kentucky Covered Mrs. M.C. Ellis in charge of the Senior Citizens Club will have a to have average visual percep- thinking by his talk. on from the four basic groups:
Meat, Cereal and Bread,
and
Today
Bridges." She displayed her program.
potluck luncheon at 12 noon tion, that is, being able to spot "Education
and Vegetable, and
Fruit
each
paintings and told a history and
sharpe at the social hall of the critical cues in a given traffic Tomorrow". He challenged
and Milk Products.
Milk
Group 11 of the First Christian First United Methodist Church, situation.
parent to participate in the Since these are broad catelocation of each The paintings
were done by her in 1970 at which Church CWF has changed its Mrs. Joan Bowker will present —Men made more errors education program of the school gories, your choice is wide.
time there were seventeen meeting to November 9 at the the program.
than women in braking, signall- and that youth wanted to be in- Therefore, it is a wise
volved in today's living.
covered bridges in Kentucky; home of Mrs. Annie Bailey,
homemaker w ho chooses
ing and speed.
however one has since been
World Community Day will be —Drivers involved in colli- Those attending from Calloway foods that are in season
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order observed by the Church Women sions were found to be non-seat County were:
Mrs. Harold and plentiful and those
destroyed by vandals. Most of
Eversmeyer, president of the which are on "special." For
the bridges are located in the of the Rainbow for Girls will meet United at the First Christian belt users in most instances.
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m. Church, North 5th Street, at 7:30 —Men use seat belts more Calloway County Homemakers; instance, if fresh oranges
eastern section of Kentucky.
but strawGrove,
Mrs. James Parker, Mrs. Claude are high in cost
the
of
The president
p.m. Dr. James Kline will be the frequently than women.
season and
in
are
berries
Education
Christian
The
Mrs, Hazel Broach, presided
—More than 50 ,per cent of Miller, Mrs. M. C. Henry, Mrs. on "s pecia 1," you should
speaker.
during the business session. A Committee of the First Christian
the drivers said they insisted James Witherspoon, Mrs. Brent buy the berries since both
cheer committee composed of Church will meet in the church
that passengers use seat belts, Manning, Mrs. Starkie Colson, provide
substantial
Robbie Paschall and Katie library at seven p.m.
while about 60 per cent Mrs. Elmer Sholar, Mrs. Quinton amounts of vitamin C
Saturday, November 6
Overcast was selected to assist
admitted they didn't use belts Gibson and Mrs. Paul &laggard
The Annie Armstrong Group of A Ham Hock and White Bean themselves.
Names of
from the South Murray Club;
sick members.
members given - to the - cheer the First Baptist Church will Supper will be held by the WSCS —Only 21 'per cent of the Mrs. Mellie Hopson, Mrs.
committee were Lois Waterfield, meet at the home of Mrs. M.C. of the Martin's Chapel United drivers were aware of mini- Rosezella Outland, Mrs. Louise
Katie Overcast, Lourelle Sledd, Garrott at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Methodist Church with serving to mum following distance in Short, Mrs. Iva Alfred, Mrs.
Call them fried pies or
Charles Hale as the leader
Patye Overcast, Mrs. Jo Roberts,
Garva Gatlin, and B. Wall
start at 5:30 p.m. at the church. traffic. It's two seconds.
way
turnovers—either
Melugin.
Mrs Ruby Kelly and Mrs. Lucy
The Delta Department of the
Mrs. Broach appointed Ruth
Alderdice from the Pottertown they're delicious fruit-filled
Blackwood, chairman, Carmen Murray Woman's Club will meet
club; Mrs. I. B. Mayfield, Mrs. pastries. With so many preHorton, and Loretta Jobs to serve at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
James P. Matthai, and Mrs. pared pie 'fillings on the
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Walter Michelle from the New market you can put them
on the nominating committee.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Bement of
Mrs. Blackwood read a letter of Elliott Wear, Henry Warren,
are
the
California,
Anaheim,
together in a minute. Simthanks to the members from Mrs. Myrtle Wall, R.H.Thurman,
Deanna
a
girl,
of
baby
parents
make your favorite pasply
Lola Minor, a Woodmen member Ronald Churchill, and Miss
Joy, weighing six pounds seven
cut it into tour-inch
and
try
residing in a home in Texas. The Lorene Swann.
There are three ways to
ounces, born on Thursday, Occircles or squares. Fold the
Murray Woodmen Service Club
dumplings—baking,
cook
tober ZS.
pastry over a heaping tahas "adopted" Mrs. Minor to give
steaming or simmering.
The Kappa Department of the The new father is attending
blespoon of pie filling; seat
makes
dough
year-round service to her.
pastry
Plain
Murray Woman's Club will meet graduate school at Fullerton
edges with a fork and prick
the most tender and flaky
The family of Xera Robertson at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
State College and is employed as
basket for baked fruit
expressed their appreciation for a style show from the
the center fold. For -turna salesman.
dumplings. A biscuit ,dough
use of the Grove's hospital bed Mademoiselle Shop. Hostesses
overs, bake on a greased
are Mrs. Norma
Grandparents
is generally used for
during Mrs. Robertson's illness. will be Mesdames Ted Bradshaw,
Hildred
of
Jo
baking sheet In a preheated
Murray,
Bement
for
dumplings
steamed
Miss Ruth Lassiter won the Jimmy Ford, Jim Hall, Prue
Bement of Venice, California,
soups and stews so a word
450 degree oven 12 to 15
door prize which she presented to Kelly, and Richard Knight
of caution is advisabl e.
and Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mills of
minutes, or until golden
Mrs. Katie Overcast who is
Since the dumplings rise
Great
California.
LaHabra,
Broach
brown For fried pies, droo
hospitalized. Mrs. Hazel
pressurof
heat
the
from
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday, November 3
unto 375 degree deep fat
won the pumpkin presented by
ized steam, it is essential
Homer Bement of Melber and
ail'fry on each side about
Mrs. Carmen Horton and Mrs. Luncheon and general
never to break this "seal"
of
Sr.,
Warner,
G.
Mrs. C.
three minutes, or until
Laurine Stiles as hostesses for business meeting of the ladies of
by removing the pan's covdone. Pies can also be panthe Oaks Country Club will be Murray.
er during the given cooking
r.
fried in a small amount of
time. The famous potato
Cohostesses for the November held at 12:15 p.m. For reserhot fat over medium heat
dumpling, or even chicken
llth meeting will be Mrs. Mary vations call Linda Emerson or
by
cook
four minutes on each
about
dumplings,
and
Tuesday
by
Parker
Louise Baker and Gladys Hale. Laura
1UP1):
NEW
YORK
side
boiling in water or broth.
Members will bring gifts to the morning.
What influences agin g?
"Only genetic factors and
meeting for Christmas gifts for
patients at Western State
The Baptist Young Women and assaults by the environment," says Kathleen J.
Hospital.
the Baptist Women of the Cherry
recreation consultHeiberg,
hold
Corner Baptist Church will
ant for Indiana State Board
their regular meetings at seven of Health. "Aging starts the
p.m at the church.
day you're born and retireIF WINTER COMES—Will
hotpants still be around?
ment days are just one
Proof positive is seen in this
The Faxon Mothers Club will stage in the continuum."
outfit of wine-colored cotton
meet at the Faxon School at 1:45
The human body reaches
velv,eteen. The shorts are
efof
degree
mum
its
maxi
p.m.
topped by a Waxer that's
early
the
during
ficiency
lavishly embroidered in
orange flowers. For the faintThe Baptist Women of the Flint 20s 'After this, there is a
hearted, a matching floorof speed,
loss
gradual
the
at
meet
Paid Political Advertisement
length skirt is available. By
Mrs. Newel Doores opened her Baptist Church will
endurance a n d
strength.
Victoria Royal.
home for the meeting of the church at seven p.m.
roordinationl.
Coldwater Homemakers Club
held on Tuesday, October 19, at
one o'clock In the afternoon.
No
The president, Mrs. Doores,
presided.
The lesson for the month on
"Making Christmas Gifts From '
the Sewing Basket" was'
October 18,_19 71 73469
presented by Mrs. Noble Fuqua,
632
assisted by Mrs. Max Hurt from,
the Wadesboro Club.
PAY TO THE
4;12.61
ORDER Or
Other members present were
Mrs Homer Bartell, Mrs Hill
Adams, and Mrs. Earl Adams.
Twelve
Visitors were Master Kenneth
DOLLARS
Bar2ell, Mrs. Vivian. Baldwin,
Mrs. Dewey Baud!, and Mrs.
r OR
Barletta Wrather.
/BANK
PEOPLES
The next meeting will be held in
Hill
Mrs.
Adams
on
of
home
the
MURRAY KY.
Tuesday, November 16, at one
p.m. The lesson will be on
"Attractive Lamps". A special
Interest project on "Candle
Making" will also be presented.

Woodmen Grove 126
Makes Contribution
To The Art Guild

Study--plan

Fruit pies

Dumpling ways

Why you grow old

TRANSPORTATION
TO POLLS

Tom Emberton for Governor

Call Emberton Headquarters
753-8587
All Day Election Day

Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Newel Doores

MR. AND MRS. JOHN DOE
1234 MAIN STREET
MURRAY. KY.
Merchants of Murray

.

dollars and 6000 cents.

Services rendered

I illih1;114
simvamiammump

411111PIR44z.10

SHORTS STORY—Cotton corduroy drops its ribs in
favor of all-over embroidery for an updated look. It's
used here for a classic blazer and matching short pants.
By Pranx.

Calloway County Homemakers Attend Area
Meeting Held At Cabana Club, Paducah

ro'vP

Coldwater Club

!!I

I
.

Woman's View
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)—'ihey've
written another chapter in the
great debate over the abilities
of the woman driver.
The conclusion; Women drivers have the edge when it
comes to spotting potential road
hazards but they react with
"too much caution for their
own good." They're more apt to
risk their own lives to prevent
collision with another car.
Also contrary to the cliches,
teen-agers are not generally the

1:083218.06691: 000 0o0 owe
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College Roundup

Cornell Back Gains 272 Yards
To Set New Single Game Record

Standings
NHL Standings
By United Press International
East
W. L. T. Pts.
New York
6 1 4 16
Montreal
6 2 2 14
Boston
6 3 1 13
Vancouver
4 7 2 10
Tot-onto
2 3 5 9
Buffalo
3 7 2 8
Detroit
3 8 0 6
West
W L. T. Pls.
Chicago
9 3 0 18
Minnesota
7 2 2 16
Pittsburgh
5 5 2 12
Philadelphia
5 4 1 11
California
3 5 3 9
St Louis
3 6 1
7
Los Angeles
2 8 1
5
Sunday's Results
Philadelphia 5 Montreal 3
New York 3 Toronto 3 (tie)
Boston 5 Minnesota 2
Detroit 3 Pittsburgh 1
Vancouver 6 Chicago 2
California 2 Buffalo 2 (tie)
(Only games scheduled)
Monday's Game
Detroit at Toronto
(Only game scheduled)
Tuesday's Games
(No games scheduled)
Wednesday's Games
St. Louis at Montreal
Toronto at Minnesota
New York at Los Angeles
Philadelphia at Chicago
Pittsburgh at California
(Only games scheduled)

Chaps Stop
Pacers In
Sunday Game

MONDAY—NOVEMBER 1, 197]

Racers Upend 011C Foe
Eastern Kentucky 17-7

By BOB DI PIETRu
Representatives of the Orange, State late in the third quarter.
UPI Sports Writer
Cotton and Sugar Bowls were In other games involving
dominated the contest on
By United Press International
By David Hill
Fisher was big man for Murray
Ed Marinaro does unusual among the crowd
of 66,776 teams in the top 20, No. 13
statistics. They amassed 241
Whatever the Indiana Pacers
thiags when he's relaxed.
with 112 yards. George Greenwatching the Cornhuskers re- Teledo defeated Miami of
yards
rushing
to the Racers 150.
are doing wrong, the Dallas
The Murray State Racers gave
'Like gain 200 yards.
field ran nine times for 44 yards.
cord their 27th game without a Ohio 45-6 for its 31st consecuChaparrals are the only ones the home town fans a sample of Pandolfi completed two of six Jim Engle picked up
The 6-foot-2L2, 210-pound sen- loss since Missouri
28 yards on
pinned a tive win —tying the NCAA
who know about it.
the revived team that they have passes for 52 yards and one three carries.
a* from New Milford, N.J., defeat on them
in their Big record for the second longest
touchdown
Fricker
.
completed 7
Indiana suffered only its been fielding on the road as they
became the first player in Eight opener
For Eastern it was Jimno
two years ago.
winning streak in
college
second loss in eight games this topped the Eastern Kentucky of 21 for 95 yards. The Colonels Brooks with 136 yards
college football history to gain
rushing
history. Oklahoma recorded its
picked up 18 first downs to the
syson Sunday night when the Maroons 17-7 Saturday night.
4,000 career yards rushing
Al Thompson and Fricker also
Quarterback Jack Mildren set 31st straight to set
record
a
in
hosts
10.
Doug
Baker punted
Chaps stopped them 125-108. Tom Pandolfi kicked things off
Saturday when he carried 47 a Sooner one-game total offense
ran for 42 and 20 yards
1950 and then went on to set a
Both losses have come at the for the Racers by throwing a seven times for Murray for 300
times for 272 yards to lead record
of 323
yards as new mark of 47 in a row seven
resotivly.
yards
42.9
and
yards
Dallas.
kick.
per
hands
of
touchdown
pass to Scotty Crump.
:wheaten Cornell to a 24-21 Oklahoma won its seventh
Murray is now 3-3-1 overall. In
years
later.
Tom
Gaebler
kicked
five times
Rich Jones and
Johnny The score came with 11:48 to go
Attory over Columbia and its straight. The senior from
the OVC,they have a record of 2Disdaining the pass, No. 11
Beasley scored 72 points each in the first quarter. It was the for 217 yards and a 43.4.
iixth straight win.
Abilene, Tex., ran for a pair of Notre
2-1. Eastern's records stand at 4Dame
ground
out
281
Murray
lost
one
fumble;
eight
Chaps
and
hit
double
for
fourth
play
from scrimmage for
Marinaro
went into the TDs and passed for two more,
3-1, and 2-3-0.
yards
with
the
nine
use
of
Eastern
four.
lost
Murray was
figures to defeat the American the Breds of the night. Eastern
..ontest seven yards behind the in surpassing the previous team
Next Saturday is the Racers
Basketball Association Western had taken the opening kickoff and penalized seven times for 53 homecomi
previous record of '3,867 yards total offense record of 294 yards running backs as the Irish
ng, and they play host
blanked
Navy,
21-0.
Twelfthyards
and
Eastern
was
docked
leaders.
Division
Steve
punted
Jones,
out
of trouble.
established two years ago by established only last week by
Stan
to Austin Peay in an afternoon
ranked
Louisiana
State
staged
twice
fof
ten
yards
total.
Joe Hamilton
and
Lenny Watts' kick was good.
Oklahoma's Steve Owens. He halfback Greg Pruitt. Pruitt
contest.
On individual statistics, Rick
Chappell had 13 each, Rich
Watts' kickoff rolled into the
eclipsed the record on his was -held" to 159 yards on 24 a furious fourth-quarter rally
Niemann and Donnie Freeman endzone and was brought back to
second rush —a three yard carries Saturday and scored that saw the Tigers score twice
hit for 12 apiece and Gene the twenty. EKU's Bob Fricker
plunge up the middle —and ran once on a short plunge. Willie in the last three minutes and
Moore added 10 to boost Dallas threw his first pass of the night
his career total to 4,132 yards Jones produced a spectacular move to the Mississippi 35 yard
to victory.
Into the waiting arms of 11•LSU's
... and his team still has three 95-yard kickoff return for Iowa line before time ran out as the
Rebels scored a 24-22 upset.
The Chaps outscored the cold- Larry Brock. The Racers took
AHL Standings
games remaining on its scheduBy United Press International shooting
Pacers 40-18 in the over on the Maroon 47 and aple.
East
Marinaro, who lifts weights
W L. T. Pfs. second period and were never peared well on their way to the
Boston
7 1 1 15 in trouble thereafter. Mel second score of the night. The
before and after each practice
Springfield
6 2 2 /4
Daniels led Indiana with 23 Eastern defense stiffened,
and before games, picked up
Nova Scotia
5 3 2 12
AT 6:30 P.M., STEVE McQUEEN SHQWS
Rochester
though, and Watts came in on
4 -4 2 10 points.
200 of his 272 yards during the
Providence
YOU THE RUGGED EXCITEMENT OF
2
6
4
8
other
In
ABA
action,
third
the
down to attempt the field
second half, when he said he
West
WANTED: DEAD OR ALIVE
felt "more relaxed."
W, L. T. Pfs. Memphis Pros stopped the goal. The attempt was no good,
Hershey
8 1 1 17 Denver Rockets 117-106, the and Maroons took over again.
The Heisman Trophy candithird period to gain a 3-3 tie Cincinnati
By MARTIN LADER
4 2 4 12 New
York Nets defeated the The scoring was over for the
date had felt the tension of the
with the New York Rangers; Baltimore
UPI Sports Writer
3 5 3 9
Cleveland
Kentucky Colonels 107-103 and half, as both defenses battled it
3
5
publicity buildup surrounding the
9
3
and
Kevin
O'Shea's
The goblins left their mark on
goal with Richmond
2 5 1 5 the Virginia Squires outlasted out.
Jimmie Brooks set up
record-setting possibility all the National Hockey
1 11 1
3
League only 36 seconds remaining gave Tidewater
the Pittsburgh Condors 134-124. Eastern's first score with 8:11
week.
during the Halloween weekend the Buffalo Sabres a 2-2 tie with Boston Sunday's Results
4 Providence 1
Bobby Warren scored 28 left in the third stanza. Brooks
"I wanted to get it over with with three of the 14
Springfield 5 Rochester 4
teams the California Golden Seals.
points—nin
e in the first three shook loose from the Racer 33
and get on with the ball game," shaking up their
Nova
Scotia
4
Tidewater 2
front office Red Berenson scored what
minutes—as the Pros beat yard line to race 31 yards down
games scheduled)
the slashing halfback said later. braintrust.
proved to be the winning goal (Only Monday's
Games
Denver. Wilburn Jones added 21 the sideline. On the Murray two
''It's been a tough week
Although the season is only for Detroit midway through the (No games scheduled)
for
Memphis _ while Lam yard line it took the Maroons all
because of that records"
second
period and Al Karlander
three weeks old and. there
Cannon and Wendell Ladner four plays to break the stiff
Cornell's victory —secured haven't been
too many sur- provided the clincher with only
ABA Standings
chipped in with 19 each. Ralph Mw-ray defense. Fricker carried
when John Killian kicked a 37- prises in the
league standings, 5:40 left in the game. It was By United Press International Simpson
and Art Becker were it over for the visitors' first score.
yard field goal with 5:01 club officials
only
East
the
third success in 11,
utilized a busy
high scorers for the
remaining in the game —kept weekend of
W L. Pct. GB the
Mike Tepe scored for Murray
hockey action to outings for the Red Wings.
Virginia
7 3 .700
Rockers with 23 each.
next, as he ran 28 yards after
the Big Red in a tie for the Ivy make three
Simon
Nolet
Floridians
scored
a
hat
coaching changes.
6 4 .600 1
Rick Barry's 10 points in the picking off a Fricker pass. With
League lead with Dartmouth, Fred Glover, who
New York
5 4 .555 11
/
2
was fired as trick in the third period, his Kentucky
4 4 .500 2
last
period helped the Nets beat 1:20 left, Watts again booted it
Which edged Yale 17-15, and set the California
coach before the sixth, seventh and eighth goals Pittsburgh
4 5 444 2/
1
2 Kentucky. The Nets trailed
ir a
84- through the uprights for the PAT.
possible
battle
of season was even one week old, of the season, as Philadelphia Carolina
2 7 .222 4,2
76 after three quarters when Stan Watts rounded out the
West
enbeatens two weeks hence.
ov4rcame
a
2-0
deficit against
popped up again as new coach
W. L. Pct. GB Barry took over and boosted night's
In games involving UPI's top of the Los
scoring with a field goal
6 2 750
Angeles Kings; gill Montreal. Jimmy Johnson and Indiana
them to victory. He finished midway in the final period. On a
tien, No. 1 Nebraska smothered McCreary
Utah
6 4 .600
was promoted from Bill Lesuk scored the other Dallas
4 5 .444 2/
1
2 with 25 points to lead the Nets fourth and goal situation from the
ninth -ranked Colorado, 31-7, Denver
to take over the St. Flyer goals.
Denver
3 6 .333 3/
1
2 while Bill Melchionni added
second-ranked Oklahoma wal24 six yard line, Watts booted it
Memphis
3 6 .333 3/
1
2
Louis Blues and John Wilson Danny Johnson's.first goal of
and Jim Ard 15. Dan Issel led through for three points.
loped Iowa State, 43-12; third- moved
Sunday's Results
up from Tidewater to the season at 8:14 of the final New York 107 Kentucky
103
Kentucky with 42 points and The Colonels completely
rated Michigan stomped In- replace
Doug Barkley as coach period broke a 2-2 tie and Memphia 117 Denver 106
Darrell Carrier had 20.
diana, 61-7: fourth -tabbed of the Detroit
Virginia
134
Pittsburgh
124
started
Vancouver on its fourRed Wings.
Dallas 125 Indiana 108
Charlie Scott's 36-point effort
Alabama deflated Mississippi
Glover
succeeds
Larry goal burst. Ted Taylor scored (Only games scheduled)
led the Squires over Pittsburgh. REED ON SICK LIST
State, 41-10 and No. 5 Auburn
Monday's Games
Regan, who continues as Los two goals within a 30-second
Julius
Erving
manhandled Florida, 40-7.
and
Willie NEW YORK (UPI)—Willies
scheduled).
Miami general esanager, -and span and Orland Kurtentiaca (NO copes
AT 10:30 P.M.. JIMMY STEWART AND
Reed of the New York Knicks
Tbeaday's Games
Sojostrner
,'m
pair
of
rookie,
wrapped
it up while the Pittsburgh at Denver
No 6 Georgia blanked South the same situation applies at
will be lost to the team for at
JOANNE DREW GET TOGETHER TONIGHT
added
17
each
for
Virginia
Virginia
Utah
at
were
shorthanded. Carolina
Carolina 24-0; seventh-ranked St. Louis, where Sid Abel Canucks
at Indiana
FOR EXCITEMENT AND SUSPENSE IN
while George Thompson led least a week because of
Penn State whomped West inherits the general manager's Bobby Hull of the Hawks Kentucky at Memphis
,tendonitis in his left knee, the
4ittsburgh
with
29
and
George
THUNDER BAY, TONIGHT'S FILM
(Only
suffered
games
an apparent knee
scheduled)
Virginia 35-7; No. 8 Arkansas chair after failing to move the
Carter added 28. The Condors team announced Friday.
injury in the second period.
was upended by Texas A & M Blues as coach.
FESTIVAL FEATURE.
were without high scorer John Reed, who is being given
NBA Standings
Patrick's First Goal
Barkley Quits
17-9 and No. 10 Ohio State
Cortisone
shots,
will
Brisker,
miss
By
at
who is injured.
United Press International
Barkley resigned his position Derek Sanderson and Ken
edged Minnesota 14-12 when
least two games but will rejoin
Eastern Conference
Gopher quarterback Craig after less than a year because Hodge each scored two goals to
Atlantic Division
the team in Seattle next
W. L. Pct. GB
Cluny was stopped on the one ''the team hasn't been respond- enable the third-place Bruins to Philadelph
Friday.
ia
7 2 .777 ..
close
to
within
three
ing
to
points
me." However, he asked
of Boston
foot line in his attempt at a
6 2 .750 1,2
5 5 .500 2
game-tying, two point coriver- the club "to go out and win one first-place New York in the New York
/
1
2
MARAVICIi BACK
1
2
for me," and the Red Wings did East Division. The loss snapped Buffalo Central 3 7 .300 4/
sfon.
Division
ATLANTA (UPI)—The Atlana
seven-ga
me
ust
Minnesota
that
by
un:Nebraska used two touchbeating the
W. L. Pct. GB
ta Hawks said Friday that Pete
Atlanta
beaten
3
6
streak.
333
down runs by halfback Jeff Pittsburgh Penguins. 3-1, SunMaravich will return to uniform
Baltimore
3 6 333
Kinney and a scoring toss of lay night. Barkley will remain Dave Keon scored a short- Cleveland
2 8
200 1 2
on Nov. 17 against the Seattle
1
6
143 1
rive yards from quarterback .vith Detroit in another capaci- handed goal at 4:33 of the final Cincinnati
Supersonics.
Western Conference
period
and
Jim
Jerry Tagge to fullback Maury ty.
Harrison
Midwest Division
Maravich has been sidelined
Third-period explosives fea- connected during a power play
Damkroger to chalk up its
W L Pct GB
by mononucleosis and hasn't
Milwaukee
8
1
with
only
.888
4:17
.
left
tured
to
give
Sunday's
the
play
eighth
win of the
with the
year.
Chicago
By United Press International appeared in a regular season
5 2 .714 2
Philadelphia Flyers taking top Leafs their tie at New York Detroit
6 4 .600 2/
1
2 Joe Ellis is one of the few game. He has been given the
honors with a five-goal finish after the Rangers had taken a 3 Phoenix
3 4 .429 4
yers in the National Basket- o-ahead to participate in full
-Pacific
for a -5-3 victory over the -1 first-period lead on goals by
W. L. Pd, GB ball
Association who would urt workouts on Nov. 9
Montreal Canadiens. The Van- Bobby Rousseau, Jean Ratelle Seattle
7 2 .777 ...
rather
come in off the bench
Los
Ang
Angels
6
3
and
Vic Hadfield.
.667 1
f)u ver Canucks scored four
Golden State
than start. He showed why LIONS SIGN BARNES
6 3 .667 1
'Imes in the final period for a 6- ,Bobby Sheenhan and Craig Houston
2 I .200 5,'; Sunday night.
DETROIT (UPI)—Wide re1 5 .167 41/2
route of the Chicago Black Patrick, both of whom were Portland
Ellis, a stringbean 6-foot-6, ceiver Al Barnes was signed by
Sunday's
Results
born
in
the
United States, gave Milwaukee 118
Hawks; the Boston Bruins
Cleveland 102
l)
-pounder, came off the bench the Detroit Lions Friday to
• ame up with three third-period California a 2-0 lead but Buffalo Houston 102 Buffalo 87
Golden State 109 Los Angeles to score 12 points in the last replace the late Chuck Hughes,
.•oals to beat the Minnesota drew even on goals by Danny 105
quarter and spark the Golden who died following last SunNorth Stars, 5-2; the Toronto Lawson and O'Shea. It was (Only games scheduled)
Phone 753-9999
State Warriors to a 109-105 day's game with the Chicago
Patrick's
first goal in the NHL.
Monday's Games
Maple Leafs scored twice in the
victory over the Los Angeles Bears.
(No games scheduled)
Tuesday's Games
Lakers.
Barnes was acquired July 23
Phoenix at Chicago
Ellis entered the game late in from the Dallas Cowboys but
Baltimore vs Warriors
at Oaklanc the third period after Clyde Lee had appeared only in pre-aeason
(Only games scheduled)
picked up his third personal games with the Lions.
foul arid broke the game open
scored
Pittsburgh
34-21, with his torrid shooting in the
Washington bested New Orleans last period. He finished with 20
24-14, Chicago upset Dallas 23-19, points as he led the Warriors to
Minnesota edged the New York their fifth victory in their last
Giants 17-10, Atlanta bombed six games and a second place
Cleveland 31-14, Philadelphia tie with the Lakers in the
stunned Denver 17-16, St. Louis NBA's Pacific Division.
edged Buffalo 28-23, San Diego Cazzie Russell was high
crushed the New York Jets 49-21, scorer for Golden State with 32
By GREG GALL()
plained after the game. "I just and Houston defeated Cincinnati points and Fritz Williams had
UPI Sports Writer
had a feeling about substituting 10-6. Detroit plays Green Bay at 23. Gail Goodrich of the Lakers
While men of his own Blanda. We needed new life." Milwaukee tonight.
was the game's high scorer
eneration were slumped back
with 38.
Blanda is no old fuddy-duddy.
in their living room easy He may look like one but once
Kansas City led 20-10 when In other NBA action Sunday,
chairs, sipping beer and play- he's on the field he generates Blanda relieved Lamonica
in the Milwaukee Bucks ripped the
ing Sunday afternoon quarter- that spark. He moves the the final period. The 23
-year Cleveland Cavaliers 118-102 and
back, 44-year-old
George ballclub.
veteran of NFL wars hit tight the Houston Rockets routed the
Blanda was on the football "George is a helluva
end
Ray Chester with a 38-yard Buffalo Braves 102-87.
comfield, leading the Oakland petitor," said Chiefs'
coach pass and then found Fred Kareem Jabbar hit 14-of-19
Raiders to a 20-20 tie with the Hank Stram, after his
team Biletnikoff in the end zone with field goal attempts and finished
Kansas City Chiefs.
with 35 points as the Bucks
held Oakland on the one-yard a 24-yard scoring strikt.
"George did it again," said line and forced Blanda
After the Chiefs w'lilre unable romped past Cleveland. He hit
to kick
Raiders' coach John Madden of an eight-yard field
goal with to move the ball, the old grey on a pair of three-point plays
the man who has bailed out his just 2:31 left to tie
the game. fox marched the Raiders from early in the game to give
team many times with last "He keeps you off balance
and the Kansas City 45-yard line to Milwaukee a lead it never
minute heroics Blanda came gave the team a lift.
Our pass the goalline —six inches away relinquished. John Johnson was
off the bench Sunday with 8:50 pressure against
Watch This Paper For More
high man for Cleveland with 19
him wasn't from a touchdown.
remaining and proceeded to put any different
Madden made the decision to points.
than it was
(C0frITIITIPP frit 1 ylfl
10 points on the scoreboard,
Details!
against lamonica. But George go for the tying field goal and Rookie Cliff Meely scored 19
salvaging the tie and boosting goes
off on a quicker count and Blanda calmly booted the ball points and Calvin Murphy
SupwiniP
Ginger
ngf,nt himself ahead of Lou Grow
as gets the ball away faster than through the uprights. The tie added 16 as the Rockets beat
the all-time National Football
left the Raiders and the Chiefs Buffalo. Dick Cunningham
of Public In 'rt.' tIr.,"
Larnonica."
League scoring leader with
la other games Sunday, San deadlocked for first place in the scored six of his 10 Points
1,609 career points
Francisco defeated New Eng- Western Division of the Amen
Ameri-- during a 32-point second quarter
"No, Lamonica iDarylei
land 27-10 Miami edged Losl can Football Conference with 5- that put the game out of reach fo
Paid Polawa
wasn't hurt," Madden exHouston. Bob
Kauffman I
Angeles 20-14, Baltimore out-1 1-1 Tec
'
xds.
...
'
Buffalo with 15.

National Hockey League
Coach Changes Evident

HAVE A GOOD
TIME TONIGHT
WITH STEVE M..:.:UEENI,

WLAC-TV

JIMMY STEWART AND
JOANNE DREW

WLAC-TV

Ellis Sparks
Warriors To
Win Over LA

I

MURRAY I
MUFFLER
SERVICE

He's No
Ghost,
He'll Be At
His Post

Blanda Leads
Oakland To
Tie Sunday

FILM
FESTIVAL

WLAC-TVO5
THE GOOD TIMES
FROM THE LOCAL
POINT OF VIEW
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Trevi
New

By JO!
LAS VEG
Lee Trevir
shattering p
lour-way gi
and he'll pri
to make it.
The traditi
to win the
British Open
the National
has three lei
Canadian Op
and the B
fourth for hi
be the Mexic
City.
Trevino,
tournament o
collected fir
Sahara Invite
927,000 put h
high in U.S.
a total of ;2
He passed
had been Nc
the old higt
won the (
Australia Su
worth a palt
be back no d
Trevino in thi
tournaments I
PGA trail—I
Disney Work
mas. The Aus
count in his)
The mone:
make in Met
his PGA tot
indicated he
pride in his ax
the event.
Trevino wie
the lead Sand
final round o:
shot a 66, six
Paradise Vail
course, to go
rounds of 69-'
total was 280,
He had seve
bogey and hi
what did it f.
One of his b
40-footer but
the pin on th.
"On the firs
said, "every t
green I had a
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Trevino Wins Sahara To Set
New All-Time High Money Mark

for Murray
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By JOE ST. AMANT
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UPI)—
Lee Trevino, a precedent.
shattering pro, has invented a
-four-way grand slam" in golf
and he'll probably be the first
to make it.
The traditional grand slam is
to win the U.S. Open, the
British Open, the Masters and
the National PGA but Trevino
has three legs on his own—the
Canadian Open, the U.S. Open
and the British Open. The
fourth for him this week will
be the Mexican Open at Mexico
City.
Trevino, 31, won his sixth
tournament of the year when he
collected first prize in the
Sahara Invitational Sunday. The
$27,000 put him at an all-time
high in U.S. golf earnings with
a total of r227,242.
He passed Jack Nicklaus whc.
had been No. 1 with $207,080,
the old high mark. Nicklaus
won the Qantas Open in
Australia Sunday and it was
worth a paltry $4,176. He will
be back no doubt to try to top
Trevino in the last three major
tournaments of the year on the
PGA trail—Hilton Head, the
Disney World, and the Bahamas. The Aussie money doesn't
I NEEDED THAT—What Sahara Invitational winner, Lee
count in his U.S. total.
The money Trevino may Trevino needed was a 35 foot putt during Thursday's opening
make in Mexico won't count in round of the tournament, and be got it. Trevino won the tourney
his PGA total either but he with a 72 hole total of 280, eight under par.
UPI Telephoto
indicated he was motivated by
pride in his ancestry in entering
the event.
Trevino was four strokes off
the lead Sunday going into the
final round of the Sahara. He
shot a 66, six under par on the
Paradise Valley Country Clut
course, to go with his earlier
rounds of 69-72-73. His 72-hole
total was 280, eight under par
He had seven birdies and one
bogey and his iron play was
what did it for him, he said
One of his birdie putts was a
By David Hill
40-footer but he was close tc
the pin on the others.
"On the first nine holes," he
What a weekend! We're just not used to the idea of winning in
Said, "every time I got on the Murray, much less both home town teanispuli
..t,upsets.
green I had a rnakeable putt.'
Murray High was the first big suprise, pulling out a win over
tie said he would have beer Russellville, 15-14. That was definitely
the best the defense has
content with third place money looked all year.
of $9,570 which would have put
Speaking of defense, what about that Murray State defense.
him over Nicklaus.
This was the first game I had seen since Tennessee Tech, arid I
Trevino hadn't • Won a tour. couldn't beletve that it was the
same team. Everybody in the OVC
nament since he was operated better look out for these
Racers, now. The change is just
on for appendicitis Aug. 11. He remarkable since The first
of the season.
missed
the
cut
in
twc
Padnolfi threw that first touchdown pass, and I thought it was
tournaments and was 15th in all over. I thought he would just
keep firing those bombs every
the Kaiser International.
time he got his hands on the ball. That was his last throw of the
half, though. He came back in the second half, and threw five
more, but completed only one, and had one intercepted.
DONALD DELL HURT
Murray State didn't dominate the game at all. If statistic:
LONDON ( UPI ) — Donald could win games, Eastern would have had
us easily. The Racers
Dell, former U.S tennis star, just scored more points, and that's what counts.
Eastern kept
was injured in an auto accident running the ball for short gains, and eating
up the clock. They
Thursday. Doctors said he is passed a lot; Fricker completed only seven 21 passes, though
of
recovering in a London hospiI don't usually mention any pfo ball, but I caught the end of the
tal.
Kansas City-Oakland game yesterday. The Raiders were behind
Dell played with the U.S. 20-10 going into the fourth
and it looked like it was all over.
Davis Cup team in 1963 and ';'eorge Blends, 44 year
old veteran, came into the game and
served as a non-playing captain nearly won it. He did tie
it up, and there's no question but that he
in 968 and 1969.
was the only reason for the tie. I think that he could have won it if
it hadn't been for the coach's decision. The Raiders had it on the
one-foot line on fourth down,and the coach decided to kick a field
TIGER-CATS WIN
TORONTO (UPI)—The Ha- goal to tie it up. Blanda had previously passed for a touchdown,
milton Tiger-Cats, led
by three plays after he had come in the game. He broke the all time
Garney Henley's two pass scoring record yesterday with his eight points, upping his lifetime
Interceptions, clinched second total to 1609.
Well, it's about over for Murray High. They have one more
place and a playoff spot Sunday
with a Canadian
Football game with Fort Campbell. Murray State has about half the
League 23-15 victory over the season to go, yet, and Um really looking forward to the "new'
Racer team.
Toronto Argonauts.

Monday
Morning
Quarterback

YOUR VOTE COULD
BE WORTH
$2500
By completing the Special Jaycee Ticket at
your precinct. One ticket will be drawn from
each precinct at 8:30 p.m. Tuesday and
Winners need not be present.

The Murray-Calloway County

JAYCEES
Urge You to Get Out and Vote

THE I.EDGER & TIMES
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Football Scores
By united Press internationa ,
East
Mass 24 Vermont 15
Thiel 20 Allegheny 15
Pittsburgh 31 Syracuse 21
Temple 32 Delaware 27
Harvard 28 Penn 27
Penn St. 35 West Vir 7
Princeton 49 Brown 21
PMC Coll 40 Drexel 19
Cornell 24 Columbia 21
Dartmouth 17 Yale 15
Juniata 16 Wash & Jell 7
Slippery Rock 47 Waynesbg 0
Salem 27 Concord 14
South
Clemson 10 Wake Forest
Vir 14 No Car St. 10
Louisville 21 Tampa 10
Georgia Tech 21 Duke 0
La. Tech 24 S.E. La. 9
Citadel 28 Illinois St. 0
Tennessee 38 Tulsa 3
t
Alabama 41 Miss St. 10
Mississippi 24 LSU 22
Tenn St. 27 Southern U 16
Auburn 40 Florida 7
Western Ky.
Morehead 11
Georgia 24 South Car 0
Jackson St 48 Tex Luthrn 20
Midwest
Nebraska 31 Colorado 7
Cent Mich 10 Akron 7
Memphis St. 45 Cinci 21
Notre Dame 21 Navy 0
Michigan 61 Indiana 7
Ohio St 14 Minnesota 12
Illinois 24 Northwstrn
Okla St 17 Kansas 10
St. inc (Minn) 10 Cncrdia 0
Kansas St. 28 Missouri 12
Michigan St. 43 Purdue 10

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER
MURRAY, KY

OPEN 9 AM -9 PM
MON.-SAT.
1-6 PM
SUNDAYS

IR

34

Anyone Can Play a Magnus Organ
In 60 Seconds . . . Without Lessons!

Chord
Organ
Ensemble

Iowa 20 Wisconsin 16
Toledo 45 Miami (0) 6
East Mich 31 No Mich 3
Central Mich 10 AkrOn 7
Northern III 26 Kent ,St. 7
Kenyon 35 Oberlin 14
St Olaf 51 Grinnell 7
North Oak 23 No Iowa 10
South Oak St 20 North Oak St
13
Southwest
Gramblin 21 Tex Southern 7
Oklahoma 43 Iowa St. 12
Rich 9 Texas Tech 7
Texas 22 SMU 18
No Tex St. 21 Drake 12
E. Tex. St. 29 S.W. Tex. St. 13
Colo Coll. 56 Tabor 18
No Colo 29 East New Mex 10
Texas A&M 17 Arkansas 9
Houston 14 Fforide St. 7
McNeese St. 17 Troy St. 7
New Max 34 Arizona 28
Ariz St. 44 Air Force 28
Trinity 28 Tex Arlington 7
TCU 34 Baylor 27
Idaho 19 New Max St. 14
Lamar 30 Ab Chris 28

is quality musical instrument has 37 treble
keys and 12 chord buttons. Tapered hardwood legs are removable. The sturdy hassock
bench has textured vinyl cover,ng over soft
foam padding. There are over 60 favorite
musical selections in the 3 music books Spend
your leisure hours playing beautiful music.
WS so easy with a MAGNUS See ths ensemble now at your nearest Roses

Wyoming 29 Utah 16
Utah St. 18 Colo St. 17
Montana 14 Weber St. 13
Wash St. 31 Oregon 21
Stanford 31 Ore St. 24
Washington 23 UCLA 12
Southern Cat 28 Calif 0
San Jose St 28 Pacific 18
Boise St 52 Mont St. 24
Puget S 26 Portland St. 7
Southern Ore. 9 Ore Tech 0
Brigham Young 16 Tex El Pasc
0
West Wash 21 East Ore 8
Simon Frazier 40 Whitman 14

Jim Pittman
Was One Of
Select Group

By MIKE RABUN
UPI Sports Writer
FORT WORTH, Tex
UPI)
—The coaching fraternity to
which Jim Pittman belonged
spans from one generation to
the next like an irnmense
classroom.
Men like Pittman not only
teach how to make a trap block
but have side courses on
discipline, sacrifice and total
effort.
And from the ranks of the
taught comes a select group of
teachers.
Jim
Pittman, who died
Saturday night during the
Texas Christian
UniversityBaylor football game, was one
of that select group. And he
remained a member of the
group despite knowing his
emotional profession was probably no place for a man with
heart trouble.
During Pittman's 46 years he
learned a lot of what he taught
from the man he had served
for more than a decade as chief
assistant —Texas Coach Darrell
Royal. And he f)assed a lot of
what he knew to the man who
served as his own chief
assistant —Billy Tohill.
Tohill, 32, was named Sunday
to succeed Pittman as head
coach of TCU.
Pittman had suffered a heart
attack in 1964 in the dressing
room following Texas' final
regular season game against
Texas A&M. That seizure
caused him to miss the
Longhorns' trip to the Orange
Bowl that season Pittman
suffered a second, less severe,
heart attack before he left
Texas to take over as Tulane's
head coach in 1966.
The announcement of Tohill
as the interim head coach was
made Sunday by TCU Athletic
Director Abe Martin, who was
forced to step down as TCU's
head coach when he suffered a
heart attack in 1965
"I don't think Jim would
want anything else done with
this team," Martin said. Jim
Pittman was a fine football
coach and a great man. As it is
willed or happened, many boys
will miss his fine teaching."
"It's hard to predict whether
we will win or lose the rest of
the season," Tohill said Sunday.

95
•
INCLUDES
• ORGAN
• Detachable Legs
• Bench
•
Musia Book

Exciting Sound — Plus Beauty!

STEREO CONSOLE
*SOLID STATE PHONO • 8-TRACK TAPE PLAYER
• AM -FM RADIO 40 Long - 17 Wide 27 High
A
ENTERTAINMENT CENTER!

Reg.
238.

This Lovely Console
Will Enhance Almost
Any Decor

199

KODAK 44

TRAP DRUM SET
6' Tom Tom
21" Bass Drum
9" Snare Drum
8" Hissing Cymbal
11" Cymbal
Percussion Block
2-12" Drum Sticks

Reg.'8.97%

INSTAMATI

Takes color snaps &
slides or blk. & white
Reg. 86.74

$442
126
1/11,r1
!grit; 12 Exposures

$767

Kedlimshot X

FILM CARTRIDGE

99;

Reg.
s1.17
WROUGHT IRON

OBLONG HASSOCKS
,

MERA

ROOM DIVIDER

Vinyl covered seat
• Wooden Legs
• 14- Tall
Green Gold
Brown Tangerine

•Wood Grain Look Shelves
•Assemble In Minutes
•36" High. 36" Long
•9i/7" Wide Shelves

$

$472

Reg.
$6.88

7-PC. COOKWARE SET
MADE BY WEAREVER
Sparkling aluminum Two Sauce Pans with Lids
Skillet and Dutch Oven with Lid

Reg.
59.44

$744
f

Retarded Children's Month
To Be Observed In November

Outdoor Lore

b. Nen* Shackelford • University of Leeway College of Agriculture
Among the earliest of this old-fashioned courting
showy spring bloomers in room to a fare-you-well and
'Grandma's yard was the shrub were of such pungency as to
Chaenomeles japonica.
penetrate the very walls and
Grandma didn't call it by give off musky odors all
that name, of course-..To her it winter.
was simply Japonica or maybe
Grandma made still another
"Firebush"--more - hkely the use of Japonica apples. After
latter, because in late March or being kept in the parlor until
early 'April when this expatri- they completely dried up or
ate from Japan began explocL rotted, she used the remains to
ing into scarlet bloom, it did, make poultices for easing the
indeed, resemble a dry bush or pangs of Grandpa's rheurirstism
brushpile set aflame.
and to banish warts from the
Grandma treasured this hands of her grandchildren.
)thrub-at least ours did. She
In this last use, she was
joved it for its beauty and for. backed up by the pharmabe pecidiar frilit, that some- copoeia which still lists the
irries resulted from its flower- pulp and seed of Japonica
ing.
apples as being a demulcent
The fruit, Japonica apple, soothing to aching joints and
was never very plentiful-rarely such.
Although Grandma adored
ever more than four or five to
the bush-but was‘exceedingly the Japonica and was in agreepungent and imparted an ment with the pagan idea that
unforgettable, exotic tang and Heaven would be somewhat
flavor to jellies and preserves like a vale of these bushes in
which she made from other full flower, she often regarded
more abundant fruits from the it with fear and superstition.
This was because of its propen;brchard.
sity for putting forth a few
chance blooms in late autumn
long after. the flowering season
was over. She had heard that
bloom on orchard trees when
fruits were ripe was a sure sign
that somebody in the family
was destined to die before their
time. Despite the fact the
Japonica bloomed late almost
every year. especially after an
abundance of autumnal rains,
' She also gathered these she couldn't keep from being a
apples and, along with bit apprehensive about it.
With its scarlet flowers and
"plumgrannies.- placed them
on the organ or on other pieces shiny green foliage. the Japoniof furniture in her parlor--a ca is a beautiful shrub of
room which served double springtime. Despite the sinister
duty as a guest room and a connotations sometimes placed
'place' where her daughters on its scattered late autumn
received their beaus. As these bloomings, it was a favorite in
,apples ripened, they perfumed old-fashioned gardens.

Send the flea circus packing.
Kill-Ko Flea Powder controls fleas,
lice and brown dog ticks on dogs
and cats. Kill-Ko Roach Powder
makes it "curtains" for La
Cucaracha and other performers —
ants, waterbugs, silverfish, spiders
and crickets When it comes to
bugs, Kill-Ko writes their
grand finale.
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All Coupons Good Thru
November 30, 1971

BOONE'

BOONE's

MEN'S SUITS
99c

LADIES PANT SUITS

Available At All
Boone's Cleaners,

TRIPLE COINCIDENCE
England
BIRMINGHAM,
(UPI i-Sisters Mrs. Pat Dunn,
Mrs. Linda Harwood and Miss
Judith Savile, all in their teens,
decided they wanted to look
their
best for
a
family
christening.
So, this week, they independently went into three different
department stores in three
different cities scores of miles
apart to make their choice.
Result: the same coat in each
case.
"We shall look like a singing
trio round the font.--but we are
going to keep the coats," said
Mrs. Dunn
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The tlearitanteresied In You"
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tar have included renting an
The state Child Welfare Department's eight services abandoned school in one county
Kentucky.
in
Department announced it is areas
where arrested juveniles could be
Three-fourths of the nation s the
country .are
urging
Suggestions by the groups so housed to await trial and creation
developing a network of "citizen
mentally retarded could become Americans to support programs
problem spotters and solvers" to
of day-care facilities for the
self-supporting —tax payers for the betterment of the menstop up gaps in social services A.F. Academy attracts
severely retarded.
SPRINGS,
COLORADO
instead of tax burdens. Yet— tally retarded.
delivery.
"America began with the
Colo. (UP!) - The United
over two million mentally More and more employers are
J. Brennan Mullaney, director
States Air Force Academy 10 philosophy that local citizens
retarded citizens are not realizing that the mentally
of the department's Community
miles north of here attracts could best know and meet local
receiving the job training and retarded constitute a major
Development
Resources
more
than 1.5 million visitors needs." Mullaney said. -But we
placement opportunities they source of manpower in this
Division, said the public as well annually and has become Colo- moved into a period when we
need.
country.
Unfortunately, that
as the state must become in- rado's top tourist destination, shifted all responsibility to
These figures, reported by the resource is still largely untapped.
11.m sleeps one-third of his volved in meeting the needs of the
reports Continental Airlines.
professionals.
National
Association
for There remains a reluctance on hie.
deprived and troubled.
Visitors can take a bus for a
-We paid our money, let our
Retarded Children, are par- the part of many employers to
The new program is an effort to narrated tour of the Founds government do it and that is the
ticularly significant now, during "take chance" on hiring the
The average bee carries a bring about that involvement.
arid the major buildings or idea that has prevailed for too
National Retarded Children's retarded. This reluctance sterns full load of 12 milligrams of
Citizen groups already are drive their own cars around the long now, "he concluded.
Month, when that Association largely from a lack of un- pollen.
meeting in the Child Welfare ultramodern campus.
and its 1500 member units across derstanding of mental retardation itself.
As the National Association for
Retarded Children points out, the
mentally retarded are not
mentally ill, or mentally
deranged. They are, simply,
intellectually slower. They are
individuals who have matured at
THANK YI)I' That is what these money
a below average rate, and who
coupons are meant to say. We apsaving
experience difficulty in learning
The Human Growth Founpreciate your business. And remember
and social adjustment. However,
dation at its recent directors
these same shortcomings, in
Boone's Laundry kind Cleaners' high quality
meeting in Baltimore, Md.,
many cases, qualify the mentally
Sanitone
Dry Cleaning and fine service
awarded 220,000 under its Small
retarded as "better than
remain the same.. Nothing changed but the
Grants Research Program for
average- employees in certain
the study of human growth.
lines of work.
Recipients were Dr. Judson J.
The mentally retarded are
Van Wyk, Prof. of Pediatrics,
willing workers, and will stay on
of
North
Carolina
School
of
Univ.
the job at routine tasks. They
Medicine, Chapel Hill, North
. The more
genuinely want to make good,
Carolina for research to deter- and work
valuable
particularly hard to
coupons you use
mine which tissues '''produce
accomplish this.
Their atthe more you
growth factor called the Plasma
save
tendance record is usually better
Bring any number. You must present this
Sufation Factor and if this is or is
than average. They are not jobTake the
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
not a product transformed from
coupons to arty 5
hoppers. They're happy to learn
Boone's Cleaners.
growth hormone;
convenient
a task, and stick with it. In the
Boone Cleaner
'Dr David L. Rimoin, Assoc.
proper setting, the mentally
iocations
Prof of Pediatrics and Medicine
retarded are loyal, steady, and
Univ. of California, Los Angeles dependable.
to determine biochemically if
Too often, when a potential
human chondrodystrophies are employer considers hiring the
On
caused by metabolic defects in mentally retarded, such tasks as
your Dry.
cartilage cells; Dr Maximilian mopping floors and washing
Stachura, Research Fellow in
'leaning During
dishes come easily to mind. The
Endocrinology State Univ. of
Boone'Cleaners
retarded do perform such jobs as
(Men's or Ladies)
New York at Buffalo to develop
elevator operator, messenger,
Appreciation
an assay for growth hormone cook, laundry worker, etc.
(Except
fur,
Sale
releasing factor
GRF) in However, mentally retarded
plasma of patients with growth employees across the country are
suede, or leather)
abnormalities including
also engaged in making comdisturbed children;
Bring any number. You must
puter subassemblies, printed
Dr. David S. Newcombe,
coupon when you bring your
circuits for electronic test sets,
Assoc. Prof. of Medicine and
Boone's Cleaners.
electric meters, automobile
Director of Rheumatology, Univ.
Coupon Good thru
instrument panels, aircraft
of Vermont in Burlington, Ver- components and hospital supNovember 30, 1971
mont
to
determine
the plies—jobs somewhat above the
biochemical basis for chon- average conception of the
drodystroptues by studying the
abilities of the mentally retarded.
responsiveness of cartilage to
Hiring the retarded not only
various hormones as determined benefits an employer, but
by changes in levels of enzyme nhancts the retarded em.
activity;
Dr. M. Joycelyn
and PLAIN DRESSES
ployee's sense of dignity, perReg. 1 1.60
Elders, Assoc Prof. Univ. of
sonal worth, and self respect.
Arkansas School of Medicine,
ea.
each
Just like any other citizen, the
Little Rock, Arkansas to see if the
mentally retarded individual
Thymus Gland is the trigger for
wants—and deserves—the pride
the growth factor;
Bring any number. You must present
of earning his own way.
Bring any number. You must present this
Dr. Edna H. Sobel, Prof. of
this coupon when you bring your
All Coupons Good
Employment is just one aspect
coupon when you bring your cleaning ti
Pediatrics and Director of
cleaning
to
Boone's
thru
November
Cleaners
of the many needs and problems
Boone's Cleaners.
Pediatric Endocrinology Albert
30th at all Boone's
of the nation's six million menCoupon Good thru
Einstein College of Medicine, tally
Cleaners Stores.
retarded being highlighted
November 30, 1971
Bronx, New York to learn if
during National Retarded
ACTH when administered with
Children's Month. The Kentucky
Human Grwoth Hormone HGH)
Association
for
Retarded
will increase effectiveness of
13th & Main
Children urges you to support its
hypopituitary children.
efforts to expand local services
Mrs. Harold McReynolds, 905 and
6th & Poplar
national programs of
Meadow Lane, Murray, Ken- research,
special education, and
5 Points
tucky
is
the
Kentucky community care
for the mentally
representative of the Human retarded. You
may support and
Story Ave.
Growth Foundation.
The assist Kentucky's retarded by
Foundation is a national
sending a tax deductible check
603 Main
volunteer organization concerned
today to KARC, 101-A Bridge
with research on human growth
Street, Frankfort, Ky. 40601
and its deviations and the
development of treatment
programs.
Founded in 1965, it has in addition to its Small Grants
Program funded a national
research project studying the
effects of Human Growth Hormone (HGH) on dwarfed
children. Over 200 hypopituitary
children are currently participating in the program.
The Foundation assists the
National Pituitary Agency in the
collection of human pituitary
glands, the only available source
of HGH, for use in research and
treatment programs.
In addition, the Human Growth
Foundation
maintains
educational programs for
physicians, parents and the
public in the area of growth and
growth problems.
Anyone desiring more information concerning the Human
Growth Foundation is asked to
contact either Mrs. McReynolds
at 753-5141 or Dr. Frank Kodman
at 7534490.

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS 5 Convenient Locations

.41*
ROACII
ROw00

you and the car you tin vi
Every car we sell ,s built To ,:-Ist And rJu,
caring doesn't stop wtth ,,,,,, snll.,)..1 r!itner
Ne follow up wit service ;Ifter on sale
,ause we want to be the ktnri,
J. loii:or
t.-,, • ,,..,a wants Try us and see

Child Agency 8 Plans Network Of Citizens

BOONE'S

Kdkg
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Wants.

New foulard
WASHINGTON (UPI) Another Disneyland-type amusement park is scheduled to
be built on a 2,9410-acre site
just south of Charlotte, N.C.,
on the North Carolina-South
Carolina border, the American
Automobile
Association
(AAA) reports. Called
"Carowinds," the recreational
complex is scheduled to open
June I, 1972.
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We're Celebrating
The Grand Opening
of Our Newest
Say-Rite Store
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III
. in the Plaza Shopping III
Center in Hopkinsville, Kentucky. We wish to
hi
thank all of our customers for making this
!I!
III
opening possible and are offering all Of our
III
Grand Opening Specials to all of you to show
III
our appreciation.
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Seen & Heard ... Rites Held Sunday
For Mrs. Waters
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Home Hit Taylor Smith
By D
Passes Away
Here Sunday
Navy Bomb

Two Weeks Old Son
Dies, Suffocation

Who's Who • •

a a •
outfnued from Page 11
MANILA—A Filipinu gunman miles southwest of the South
(Continued from Page D
inent
If jobs are promised for
seized a 14-year-old American Vietnamese capital. It added
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Dan.
ofum
my
girl hostage in her father's that 19 Communist guerrillas help during a campaign, it is F uneral services for Mrs.
James Thomas Davis, two Hutson.
Charlie
Depart.
Waters
Dailey)
Reed
Highway
(
through
the
home in Manila, and after were killed and 15 seised
weeks old son of Mr. and Mrs. Miss Kelso, the daughter of Mr.
holding her for nine hours in Sunday in a battle near Duc ment. This results in a miserable 501 Chestnut Street, Murray,
and Mrs. Glenn Kelso, is a home
Ronald Davis of Chicago,
her bedroom, walked out with a Duc, where a guerrilla mas- situation which will only be were held Sunday at two p.m. at
died Saturday at his home. his economics major, has been
gun in her ribs to flee by sacre of Buddhist nuns and clarified when the Highway the chapel of the Max Churchill
Taylor C. Smith of Murray died death was due to suffocation, reporter, treasurer, vicehelicopter. The girl and two monks took place earlier this Department ceases to be used as Funeral Home with Rev. Coy
day at 3:20 a.m. at the home according to report released to president, and president of the
Garrett officiating.
Other hostages were compelled year. South Vietnam is observ- a political patronage arm.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) —
• his daughter, Mrs. Orvis the Max Churchill Funeral Home Home Economics Association;
Pallbearers were Palmer
to board the craft with the ing today its National Day,
The 900-pound dummy bomb
coroner at Chicago, Ill. social chairman for Kappa
gunman, and later were re- anniversary of the Nov. 1, 1963 More and more we see coming Culpepper, J. L. Culpepper, R. M. fell with a whistling roar that Fielder. He was 83 years of age by the
and his death followed an ex. The infant son is survived by Omicron Phi; delegate to the
from
Vance,
C.
out
hiding,
Dunn,
role
J.
of
the
the
Bob Dunn,
leased unharmed. The bandit coup against President Ngo
shatteed the Sunday quiet of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald National Home Economics
nded illness.
Negro in American history. Just and Ronnie Watson. Burial was in
was caught while robbing the Dinh Diem.
the Tennessee countryside.
and one brother, Ronald conference; and member of the
Davis,
The
deceased
last
was
week
received
a
Cemetery
Murray
rural
we
the
a
mail
book
with
the
house of U.S. businessman
Five-thousand feet below, in
Kentucky Home Economics
Charles R. Butler. He stabbed a SAIGON—The U.S. command entitled "Kentucky's Black arrangements by the Max his family's fashionable, two- crier for the star route out of Lynn Daois, Chicago, Ill,;
the New Concord postoffice and a grandparents, Mrs. Lorene association, the American Home
maid to death and shot and said today that the American Heritage" which traces con- Churchill Funeral Home.
story house, Al Parrott, 16, was
Economics Association, and
seriously' wounded Mrs. Butler Expeditionary Force in Viet- tributions made by outstanding Mrs. Waters, age 87, died startled by the sound that he armer before his retirement. He Davis of Highland Park, Mich.,
Alpha Lambda Delta.
Bobby
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Negroes
and
was
to
the
a
progress.
member
state's
of
Friday
the
New
at
Mt.
10:15
p.m.
at
the couldn't comprehend.
before fleeing.
nam reduced its manpower by
An elementary major, Miss
Carmel Baptist Church. The local Richardson of Chicago, Ill.; great
5,300 troops last week. That is Now a book has come out on the Convalescent Division of the
"I've never heard anything
Matarazzo has been secretary
Willie
grandmothers,
Mrs.
national
level.
We
caught
man
was
Murray-Calloway
born
August
16,
1888,
in
County
SAIGON—The Saigon military the largest weekly cutback in
that loud before,"he said.
Calloway County and was the son Holsapple of Murray and Mrs. and first vice-president of the
command said that a unit of half a year. The American snatches of it on the Today Show Hospital. She was a member of
Then there was a terrific
Association for
Childhood
this
morning,
but
the
gist is that the
of the late Albert Crittenden Margie Mayer of Benton.
Good Shepherd United
local militiamen, backed by force in Vietnam now numbers
crash.
Smith and Lemnda Taylor Smith. Graveside rites are being held Education, a member of Kappa
American helicopter gunships, 196,700, the smallest figure the book brings out to light the Methodisi church. Her husband
Big Hole in Hall
many contributions made by died Apri: 1, 1960.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. today at two p.m. at the Elm Delta Pi, and has been room
killed seven enemy guerrillas since January, 1966.
-I jumped up and tried to run Ada
people.
black
One
that
Hamlin Smith who married Grove Cemetery in Calloway manager and vice-president of
surprised Survivors, are one son, Tilmon
today in an engagement 18
out of the house, but I couldn't
us
was
that
was
Chicago
Waters
founded
March
of
18, 1911; one daughter, County with Rev. L. M. Mayer Alpha Omicron Pi sorority. She is
North
Little
Rock,
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
because there was a big hole in
man.
We
knew
black
y
a
Mrs.
that
a
Ark.;
sisters,
two
Orvis
(Faye) Fielder, 1108 officiating. The Max Churchill the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sal
Mrs.
Bond
Lax
—The British Army reported
the floor of the hall," said
Fairlane Drive, Murray; one son, Funeral Home was in charge of Matarazzo.
that a bomb blast today at the black man accompanied Admiral of Murray and Mrs. Iva Thom- young Parrott.
Miss Nance, a music major, is
busiest time of the mid-morning Peary to the North Pole. This spon of Detroit, Mich.; two Only later did the youth learn Woodrow Smith, 1625 College the arrangements.
a member of the University
shopping jam seriously da- sort of thing will probably raise brothers, Herbert Dunn and Hub that his home had been Farm Road, Murray; three
Word has been received of the
choir, an officer of Sigma Alpha
maged a downtown Belfast black people to new heights they Dunn, both of Murray; one accidentally dummy-bombed by grandchildren; four great
death of Nick Jones of Los
Iota women's professional music
• • •
office building. Flying glass never reached before. There is granddaughter, Mrs. Thomas a Na‘7,,. jet on a routine training grandchildren; three step
Angeles, California.
fraternity, has appeared in
injured several persons, and nothing wrong with progress by Weir, and two, great grand flight from the Naval Air grandchildren; seven step great
(Continued from Page 1)
Jones is the brother of Mrs.
"Campus Lights," and is a
children, Priscilla Weir and
grandchildren.
one victim was hospitalized in merit.
the
Homecoming
Parade
Station at Marietta, Ga. The
Clarence Horton of Murray.
member of Alpha Lambda Delta.
Melissa Weir, all of. Fort Smith,
Funeral services are being held Saturday.
shock.
They should meet a
pilot, Reserve Navy Cmdr.
HUNTERS AID WILDLIFE
Among the other survivors are a
She is the daughter of Mrs. John
Ark.
today at two p.m. at the chapel of the Freed
Company
Gotham
at
Virgil
Tedder
of
Atlanta,
The
nation's hunters and
niece, Mrs. Purdom Lovett, and a
Nance.
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral 8:45 on the morning
LONDON—An army drill hall fishermen provided nearly $250
of Saturday
reported the incident imrnediSATELLITE CIRCUITS
nephew Nick Horton, both of
Miss Smith has majors in
Home with Rev. Jack Jones of- November 6 and
in central London, less than million for fish and wildlife
should wear
Cost per circuit year in ately to the Federal Aviation
Murray.
general business and English.
ficiating.
half a mile from Parliament, restoration in 1970 through communications satellites has Administration.
their
fez.
Shriners
are
needed
as
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Horton
She is a member of Alpha
Serving as pallbearers are drivers of automobiles
was blasted today by a bomb their hunting license fees and decreased from $25,000 for a
which will
Al's father, Judge James W.
left by plane to attend the funeral
which ripped a 20 by 30 foot taxes paid on their sporting 1965 Early Bird circuit to about Parrott of the Tennessee State Willie Smith, Roy Smith, Oren carry the Rizpah Temple Divan Lambda Delta, Pi Omega Pi
services in Los Angeles.
business honorary, Alpha Tau
McCuiston, Boyce McCuiston, or ruling body and also
hole in the structure.
$870 for today's Intelsat IV.
eqwpment.
to ride in
court of Appeals, said his home
Thomas Hendon, and John R. other vehicles.
Omega Little Sisters, past
was a ''total loss." He said the
Hendon.
PEANUTS
Shrine units have been well Panhellenic treasurer, and
nonexplosive bomb hit the
treasurer of Alpha Sigma Alpha
Burial will be in the New received in the
Murray State
house -sideways and on a slant.
Concord Cemetery with the Homecoming
sorority. Miss Smith is the
Parades
in
the
past
"The
THINK
USED
missile
TO
THAT
THERE
..1i
went right arrangements
I
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
by the Blalock- and this year more different
WERE SPIDERS ON THE MOON AND
units
through the middle of the house
Coleman Funeral Home.
will be represented than ever Smith.
THAT ORE OF THEM MIGHT FALL
and crashed through two floors
A physics and mathematT1
ON ME 1.41LE I li)AS REEPIN&... before.
and finally stopped when it hit
major, Smith is treasurer of th
Jack
Permit,
vice-president of
a car in the driveway near the
the local club said that every Society of Physics students,
swimming pool," said the
Shriner should make an effort to member of Sigma Pi Sig
judge.
be present on Saturday morning physics honorary, was a delega
Grandmother Unhurt
at 8:45 at the Freed Cotham to the Alpha Chi natio
Young Parrott said he was in
Mrs. Gus (Clyde) Lamb of 805 Company on Chestnut Street so honorary society conventio
his bedroom at the time and his
Coldwater Road, Murray, suc- they can either
placed second in the Herbert
drive an
80-year-old grandmother was at
cumbed Sunday at 3:55 p.m. at automobile or ride in
Levine
Americanism essay
BLONDIE
the parade.
the other end of the house.
the Western Baptist Hospital, The local Clown Unit
contest, and has been the Outt
will meet
"I could hear my grandmother
Paducah, where she had been a tonight at 7:00
p.m. at Freed standing Student in Russian. Ha
hollering and crying but I
patient since October 27. She was Cotham's to make
is the son of Mrs. Quava Honchul
last minute
couldn't see her because there
69 years of age and her death preparations.
and the late Eugene Smith.
was so much dust and plaster
followed an extended illness.
Williams is a pre-law and
in there," he said. "After I
The deceased was born in In addition to the Shrine units English major with minors ill
found out she was all right I
Calloway County on July 26, 1902. listed above, the entire Divan, or speech and political science. HE
ran and jumped into the car
, and her parents were the late ruling body of Rizpah Temple, is the president of the Universi
and drove to church where my
Lafayette Collie and Mary Huie will participate in the parade. Christian Student Center, pla
father was."
This will include Bill Gardner,
Collie. She was a member of the
French horn in the Mar
Judge Parrott was at the
North Pleasant Grove Cum- Potentate, Bill Toy, Chief Rab- Band and Concert Band. He w
nearby First Presbyterianl
ban
and
William E. Moffett, drum major
berland Presbyterian Church.
for the Marching
church of Strawberry Plains,
Mrs Lamb is survived by her Oriental Guide. Moffett lives on Band in 1969-70. Williams is thf
About 12
miles
Murray Route Five on Kentucky son of Mr. -and Mrs.
east
of husband, Gus
Lamb, 805 ColdWayr*
Knoxville.
Lake
Williams
water Road, Murray; two
"My son was white when he
daughters, Mrs. Solon (Ercame into the church to get me
nestine) Bucy, South llth Street,
THE PHANTOM
after the thing crashed," he
Murray, and Mrs. Jesse D.
said.
(Continued from Page 11
(Continued from Page 1)
(Paula) Sowell of Lexington;
NO USE TO CALL IN THE. LAW
yOU'VE GOT "NESTVALL OVER THE
Investigation Ordered
NO EVIIANCE ACAWST YOU"
WORLD. IN A MINUTE THERE'LL
four step daughters, Mrs. Calvin brook, ill., was rushed to a Murray Police Department
The navy described the object
BUT I KNOW WHAT YOU ARE
BE NE LESS --THIS CNE!
(Genella ) Miller and Mrs. Ila hospital Saturday after eating Saturday and Sunday. They were
as "an inert training device,"
NO TIME FOR
Kuykendall of Orlando, Fla., some of her fl-year-old brother's ten adults for disorderly conduct,
containing no explosives, deQUESTIONS IN BC
Mrs. Hubert (Vivian) Herndon of Halloween candy. Police said one for illegal passession of
SECOND'S THIS HOUSE
signed to give the pilot the feel
SLOWS UP'
Houston, Texas,and Mrs. John B. the candy had been laced with alcohol and contributing to tlw
of carrying a bomb. There was
(Margaret) Cavitt of Murray mescaline, a hallucinogenic delinquency of a minor, one for
no immediate explanation of
Route One; two step sons, Ivan drug.
public drunkenness, one for
how the device was triggered
Lamb of Sapulpa Oklahoma, and In Greenville, S.C., police public drunkenness and disorfrom the single-seat A4L jet,
Charles Lamb of Cincinnati, were investigating three com- derly conduct, and one for
but an investigation board was
Ohio; one sister, Mrs. Guy plaints of razor blades found in reckless driving and unncessary
convened.
noise. The juvenile citations
(Hilda) Hill of Royal Oak, Mich.; apples.
Judge Parrott found little
one brother, Fred Collie of "The kids split the apples were three for illegal possession
consolation in that.
Murray Route Two; four grand- open first. The kids are getting of fireworks, one for illegal
"I just wish it had fallen
children; four great grand- smart, I guess," a dispatcher possession of alcohol, two for
somewhere else," he said.
children; fifteen step grand- said.
disorderly conduct, and one for
Police in Milwaukee, Wis., reckless
children;
great
step
twelve
driving and disorderlly
CYCLONE
19
KILLS
BEATLE BAILEY
Detroit, Mich., and Des Moines,
conduct.
CALCUTTA (UPI)—At least grandchildren.
Iowa,
also
received
reports of Tim Lassiter of 207
The funeral has been scheduled
South 12th
19 persons were reported killed
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treats.
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BACK MY
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car while it was parked on
cyclonic
a
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Interment will be in the Murray
Clarkshire Drive sometime
officials reported today.
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Cemetery with the arrangements objects found in candy, kept between seven and eleven p.m
The officials also said that
by the Blalock-Coleman Funeral many trick-or-treaters home Saturday, according to the report
the death toll probably would
Home where friends may call. during the weekend in Michi- to the City Police at 11:29 p.m
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ese as debris
gan, authorities said.
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claim service. When you see me
don't think of Insurance, but
you think of Insurance see
* when
me. Harding Galloway, Galloway
* Insurance and Real Estate
D2C
Agency Phone 753-5842.

*

99;:

i
URGERZ"
*PIZZAB
Nr Rog. 69 each
*
‘
*YOU SAVE 394* WITH THIS COUPON *1
TRAILER. 17 x58', Deluxe,
furnished or unfurnished. Like
new Lot available for renting
Phone 753-4566 from 8:00-5:30 or
rfoc
753-7637 after 5.30 p.m.

Call

THREE BIRD dogs, English
Setters. Price reasonable. Phone
435-4358.
N2P

NOTICE
PAYING TOO much for your
auto insurance? Why not call or
see Doug Willoughby at MFA
Insurance Co. Reasonable rates
for every driver, Also, fire,
mobile home, life, hospital and
auto financing. Phone 753-1222.
N1P
Office at 505 Main.

TRANSPORTATION
TO POLLS
Tom Emberton for Governor
Call Emberton Headquarters
753-8587
All Day Election Day

SERVICES OFFERED

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

ON MAGNOLIA DRIVE, lovely three bedroom home with a
large den for your informal entertaining, large living room,
kitchen with lots of cabinets, two tile baths, plenty of closets,
two car garage with ample space for workshop, all of this on
a large lot. This fine home plus carpeting, drapes, dishwasher, built in range, central heat and air conclitioning..
Price? You would be surprised how little it would take to buy
this house. Would you like to see this house? Call us and we
will show you through this fine home.
COUNTRY LIVING AT ITS BEST. Beautiful, long, low ranch
style home on a nicely landscaped acre of choice land at
north edge of Kirksey. Three large bedrooms, den, living
room,large dining-kitchen area. Altogether about 2700 sq. ft.
of living area. Also included in the home is a large paneled
room now being used as a beauty shop. Central heat and air
conditioning. There is more to this property-there is also a
brand new shop type building with apartment space on the
second floor. Would you like to know more about this combination home, business and rental property? Claude L.
Miller has the answers.

SERVICES OFFERED

- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY
Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back FOR ALL your home additions,
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- alterations, remodeling, etc
N24C Free Estimates. Phone 7535933.
TFC
6123.
BACKHOE OR dozer services.
Phone
Reasonable.
Expert work.
TFC CARROLL'S PLUMBING &
753-9807.
I WILL do baby-sitting in your Maintenance, Coldwater Phone
N3OP
NW 489-2295.
home. Phone 753-4759.

FREDRICK WILLLS 8' pool table
and accessories, in good shape.
66 ANTIQUE CLOCKS; Grand- Phone 753-7541 or 753-6603. N2C
Paid Political Advertisement
father, Wall Clocks, Weight
--Clocks-both 8 day and 30 hour, ONE OFFICE chair, $35.00.
Kitchen clocks, Metal and 9'7"x12' gold shag carpet, new PLEASE TAKE notice that the CLECTROLUX SALES & See
Bracket clocks Cash & Carry. $80.00. 76 pieces L4"-4'x8' Birch partnership of Gene Steely and vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M..
753-5064
418 Main Street 753-3069
Paul F Gallemore. 1308 Maple paneling, first quality, $5.50 per Schuyer Datson d-b-a Cashway Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarTFC
JOHN C. NEUBAUER, Associate Broker 753-7531
Street, Benton, Kentucky. N3P sheet New and used doors, $2.00 Building Material has voluntarily nungton, Kentucky
to 65.00. Two new windows, $15.00 iiis-solveci as of Oct. 15. 1971, alai OUT OF SHAPE or overweight"'
4'x8 ,4" ANTIQUE Birch to $30.00 Phone 753-6983 after subsequent to said date. Cash- For the easy way to lose inches or
amALL FARM: good location;
paneling, slightly damaged 6:30p.m.
N3C. Way Building Materials shall be pounds fast, call
$3.95 each. Kash-Way Building
a propriertorship by Schuyer SH APE M AKERS, 753-2962. business or future investment.
N3C BEDROOM SUITE, 3 piece. Datson.
tur
c.
apMaterial, 753-2381,
N10C wsight loss guaranteed. N11NC i One mileEas.10t
acres pasture
Rocking chair, end tables,
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
shower carfak:See at 1618 West
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
N3C
versity's beautiful campus and
Main.
SPORTING GOODS
By JOHN PINKERMAN
For appointment call 436the home of an RCA plant that
From shoppina.centers to apartDISTRIBUTORSHIP
CopleyNewa,Setvice
2173.
produces 10990 TV sets a day,
TFC _maw
taaa-ace
COUCH, STRAFFORD by
Available in your area
many of the 7,400 workers becompanies increased their holdings
Fultonian, old gold, like new, 813"
WE WILL
BEAN BLOSSOM, Ind. young women helping to put
Of directly pried real estate to
ing
a
Definitely
TREAT?
753Phone
OR
TRICK
pillows.
-,
new
2
long.
• supply best stone brands m spons
23-1/16X35"
their husbands through college.
N3C
. treat and ideally located on large $6.3 billion by the end of 1970. -This is James Whitcomb Riley
8941.
• obtain cutlets
This was $408 million higher than country,and it has year-around
There is a bank that is health• direct and west your &tons
wooded lot. Spacious slate entry the year before, reports the Insti.009 Thick
beauty. It will stir the nostalgia
• make possible•MO Mum
minded as well as moneyhall opens to private bedroom tute of Life Insurance.
1971 450 HONDA. Phone 753-3710
of a transplanted New Enminded; its billboard proThese plates are perfect after 6:00p.m.
2
and
MUST
YOU
bedrooms
N3P.
area with 3
Although the total of these in- glander or one who loves the
"Taste Makes Waist."
claims,
• be able to invest now (minimum $2595 00 no malArrium).
baths, living room and den each vestments has climbed steadily for autumns of the Midwest or the
for siding or roofing
• neve time available to Supervise
Farming is big and besides
possimaking
decades,
two
almost
kitchen,
modern
fireplace,
with
assistance.
financial
our
IF CARPETS look dull and dream,
with
territory
• carry out expansion of
early winters of the Carolinas.
the inevitable corn there are
barns, for placing around remove spots as they appear with
recreation room and 3rd bath ble a variety of industrial and busiIt was places like Bean BlosCALL TODAY
Christmas tree farms, and in
many
for
housing
and
facilities
ness
615) 365-1995
have outside entrance. Den and
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
the sumer tomato fields tended
families, they amounted to only som, a whistle-stop of some 179
bottom of mobile homes shampooer
Of vorl e
N6C
living room overlook beautiful three per cent of life companies' people, a few assorted cows,
$1.00, Big K.
by Mexicans able to survive the
3307 C.harlotie Ave
to keep out the wind
back yard landscaped by nature. assets at the end of 1970.
horses, pigs and chickens, that
11..0 Inc
heat and stoop labor. In the
Nashville Tenn 37209
0011810
000011
11003
Thiloween Nite the witches
fresh
Investments in commercial and moved Riley, the beloved
midst of this generally landand snow, and for many BELTONE FACTORY
come but not to 1405 Vine. Drive residential properties accounted for Hoosier poet, to write:
hearing aid batteries for all make
locked area there is a Navy reother uses such as
by and look at this cute 2 bedroom 71 per cent of the real estate total
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. N3C \FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
FOR RENT
cruiting office with the claim of
cent
"A inctur.that no
home Attractive improvements owned at year-end; 26 per
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFCr
producing more sailors for
"building out"
of
value
the
by
represented
was
central
TWO
BEDROOM duplex,
painter has
have been made. Owners have life companies' own home and
FROM wall to wall, no soil at all,
Sam than most Atlantic
Uncle
heat and air, fully carpeted, moved. Posieesion with deed.
mice or rats.
KELP WANTED
the colorin' to mock
on carpets cleaned with Blue
branch offices; the balance by other
or Pacific Coast offices.
and
for
the
on
washer
is
outlets
frost
the
"When
dryer.
S-c-a-r-e
bargain
Don't
this
let
types of real estate.
Lustre. Rent new electric WANTED: EXPERIENCED
Either in front or behind
pumkin'
tihampooer $1. Western Auto, dozer and backhoe operator Available December 15. Phone,you. Refrigerator, stove, drapes,
nearly every house there is a
the
in
fodder's
the
and
NIC carpets and air conditioner all
Aparlastsb
Home of "The Wishing
Caii at
N1C 4534741.
basketball practice board and
Phone 753-9807.
shock.''
will be yours when you buy this
N3C
Well"
basket, for Indiana is indeed
companies were
insurance
Lite
TWO BEDROOM apartment, neat brick home on Calloway.
basketball country.
Pioneers in the construction of
EXPEREEENCED WAITRESS furnished, for four girls. Water
foliage
fall
The
frost-bitten
Nice shade, excellent location, large-scale apartment complexes
REDUCE SAFE & fast with Must be neat, efficient, and free
There are black Angus cattle
103 N. 4th St.
the
around
from
artists
brings
grazing peacefully in the
GoBese Tablets Id E-Vap -water to work weekends. 32 hours per -furnished. Available December good buy. Let us show you.
under their own ownership. Many
disthey
not
are
Murray, Ky
N IC Plant an Acre of PUMPKINS on companies have also encouraged world, and
greenest of pastures, and there
pills". Holland Drug Store. N3P week. Good working conditions, 22. Phone 753-9741.
the construction of shopping cen- suaded by the jolting news are places like Yellowwood
5
large
a
with
tract
acre
2
this
good tips. No phone calls Apply
arid
foresters
botanists
from
defrom
them
ters by purchasing
SPECIAL SHIPMENT room size RELAX AND unwind with safe, in person Colonial House LARGE FIVE room, furnished bedroom home in excellent velopers and leasing them back for that science produces the State Forest, Thunder Creek,
Bittersweet Lake and Wanderrugs. sculptured, shags, and effective GoTense tablets. Only Smorgasbord.
N3C apartment, two blocks from condition, 2 fireplaces, dish- management. In addition, some colors and Jack Frost has no
wood. There is ice for sale at
washer, draperies, and lovely companies have been active in the valid role in the process.
N3P
Nubby design Good selection of 8.98 Holland Drug Store.
University on South 14th Street.
roadside
stands, even in the
)ighto
building
close
Shop
yard.
and
c3r.!trict'on of multi-purpose
colors- 9-12-and 15 foot widths.
These artists, tourists, naNIC
cool of the fall, and it is mostly
WANTED: BABY-SITTER, 5, Phone 753-8250.
way-ideal shop for small diwnt3wn sh:sprig centers, whose ture lovers and simple Sunday
Reductions up to 50 percent. PENTA TREATED lumber. days per week, 7:30 a.m. to 4:00
for fishermen who with asdrivers thrill to the leisurely 64Sears Roebuck and Co. Murray, Resistant to rot and termites. p.m. Must come to my home. TWO BEDROOM trailer, 10' x business. All this for only $23,850. owner.hip they retain.
sorted youngsters love to try
life
of
holdings
estate
real
Most
just
one
this
Not
House!
Haunted
HighState
down
any
trip
and
boat
miles
for
docks
Ideal
auto
mile
Three
heat.
N3c
Ky. Phone 753-2310.
their luck for catfish, bass,
not have own tran- 55', electric
2 blocks from Murray State. 3 companies are in this country. A way 135 to places like Bean
/
11
weather exposed uses Murray Need
from Murray. Phone 753and other varieties in the
geographic distribucarp
the
of
survey
house
light
Some
sportation.
SHOW CASE, a real antique. Lumber Co., Maple Street,
N 1C bedrooms 11,2 bath brick home tion of the $5.9 billion in real es- Blossom. Nashville and all the
many creeks, lakes, ponds and
NIC 7856.
with fireplace in colossal living tate owned by U.S. companies at villages and creeks and hill- rivers. In season, roadside
kbout seven feet long, glass all Murray, Kentucky.
1TC cleaning. Phone 753-8581.
storage on the end of 1969 showed that all sides and pastures of historic
room. Abundant
around the front, sides and top.
DO YOU like money? Like NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wa large lot. You price conscious but 1.1 per cent was located in Brown County. This is the "off stands also offer watermelons,
Closed in back with sliding LOST bright carpet colorpumpkins and,of course, apple
the beaten path" that connects
wooden doors. Best offer. See at s.. restore them with Blue people? Are you over 25? Have to wall carpet with central bra buyers will know this is a real the United States.
butter.
can
you
ownweek
per
estate
The area where real
Indianapolis and Bloomington,
Ledger and Times. Also have Lustre. Rent electric shampooer you 10 hours
and air. 6110.00 per month Phone bargain at $24,000.
There is a dead German
heavily concen- and in the fall there is multipaid part time
TFC Jack-o-lantern is all aglow with ership was inmost
four modern display islands $1. Begley's Drug Store.
N6C spend in a well
753-7850.
shepherd lying at the edge of
Atlantic
the Middle
trated was
green,
hardy
World
beauty
colored
representing
job
sales
ppiness when looking at this
made of metal in green abd white
the highway and a small boy is
Phone Ray FURNISHED APARTMENTS; large home on Vine with a small states, which accounted for 25 per brilliant red,soft gold, friendly kneeling and crying, his homer.ith adjustable shelves. N3ONC NEW X-11 Reducing Plan, 42 Book Encyclopedias?
of the total.
cent
brown.
Mayfield, Kentucky, 247- Living room, kitchen, bathroom price tag. Can be used as single
made fishing rod dropped at his
By far the largest part of real
tablets
$3.00. Money back Shreve,
There is the scent of sassaNIC with shower and bath. 1 or 2 family or 2 family home.
4618, 9:00-12:00 a.m.
investment outside the United
estate
side.
T
SafeDiscount
guarantee.
outboard
18 H.P. EVINRUDE
was $43.4 million in fras and there are maples,
There are lodges, cafes and
N3C WANTED: PART time or full bedrooms, Zimmerman Apart- Large commercial corner lot 308' States in 1969
boat motor Phone 436-5847 after Pharmacy.
catalpas, dogwood, red bud,
Canada.
Phone
other establishments named
Street.
near
located
.Ideally
282'
N4C
time; L.P.N. or R.N. to work 3 to ments, South 16th
oak, elm, sycamore, hickory,
5:08p.m.
for Abe Martin. Abe was a
N3C Central Shopping Center. All city
walnut,birch and beech. Blight
11 shift or 11 to 3 shift. Salary 753-6609.
AUTOS FOR SALE
County
mythical Brown
lot.
on
utilities
sometimes
and
injured
has
excellent, fringe benefits. Call or
COUCH,$5.00, two lamps, $5.00,
Uta Hagen playa grandma
in the
famous
character
made
Realtor
Tucker,
R.
Donald
and wild cherry
two end tables, $4.00, empty 1967 CATALINA Pontiac, 4 dr. write: Mrs. Nancy Scott, R.N.,
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Uta killed elms
late Kin Hubbard's humorous
FIVE ROOM house, unfurnished. Member of Multiple Listing.
healthy
are
rest
the
but
trees
$15.00,
Director
of
and
cabinet,
Nursing,
Mayfield
steering,
hardtop, power
Magnavox stereo
Hagen will star in the film
panel cartoon. Hubbard died in
Garden space. Located near Phone 753-4342.
and sturdy.
baby car bed, $5.00, baby mat- brakes, factory air, vinyl roof, Hospital. Inc. 203 East North St
1930 but Abe Martin, a
Palestine Methodist Church. Associates; Edna Knight, home adaptation of Tom Tryon's
red
bright
of
fields
are
There
tress, $5.00. Phone 753-9990. NIP low mileage. Priced to sell. 753- Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone 1-247ludicrous rustic person with
per month, to family. phone 753-4910, Pat Mobley, home best-selling novel, "The 0thN6C $35 00
N3C 5320.
4516.
playing the grandmother. and pink cannas, and in the baggy pants, ragged coat,
IC
N
Phone 474-2345.
'
N IC er
phone 753-8958.
500 LOCUST POSTS and 18 month
words of a loyal Hoosier, "Yes, shapeless hat and shoes, button
old Flax mane and tail filly. 1966 OLDSMOBILE DELTA 88 CHRISTMAS MONEY: Ladies
mister, you'll see some of these eyes and chin whiskers, lives
hot
with
OFFERED
HOUSE
SERVICES
ROOM
FIVE
SERVICES OFFERED
NIC four door hardtop, power earn substantial extra money for
Phone 436-5621.
in California; we ship them on - republished in many
place for
steering, power brakes. Good Christmas in your spare time. and cold water, bath,
There is corn newspapers, including the Ineverywhere."
electric
dryer Also
SQUIRREL MONKEY and cage, condition $375.00. Phone 753Choose your own hours. Phone washer and
where corn dianapolis News where he was
and
everywhere,
N 1C
SP101111111
NIP Mrs. Doran at 753-8970 between heat. Call 492-6360
"born.
Ti8M1TIS
$30.00 If not interested please do 6422.
doesn't grow, soybeans do.
Are Poison
There are many other astat Yoar Home
2:00 and 5:00 p.m. for apThere is hospitality to match
not call. Phone 753-1654 after 3:00'
bedroom
TWO
olp,
v
beauty. A Nashville hotel pects of life in Brown County
NIC 1967 JAGUAR XXX Roadster. pointment.
the
N3C UNFURNISHED
P.m.
Road.
duplex, 1601 College Farm
One owner car. Well cared for.
desk clerk was tops in this de- that attract a visitor. There is a
IOU
bi
$75.00 per month, $50.00 deposit.
If
interested
condition.
Excellent
partment. I sought to hire the rough county map that shows a
RED CENTENNIAL sweet
AVON MAKES CHRISTMAS Phone 753-5792.
NI1C
-see at McClard's Shell Service
hotel's minibus for a trip to a ragged line labeled "10 O'Clock
potatoes, $3.00 per bushel. Bring
You'll have money
MERRIER.
ROAC14113
Station,corner 6th and Main. N2C
covered bridge a brochure had Treaty Indian Boundary Line."
1
your containers. Phone 436for all the gifts you want to give;
Carry Germs
mentioned. The bus wasn't This tells any reporter he
N2C
2149.
you'll sell guaranteed products 80 ACRES PRIME land for rent
and there were no should return to such fascinatavailable
LOST & FOUND
from Avon. Be an
Avon on cash basis for soybeans only.
ing country and explore further
in Nashville.
taxis
HOMEMADE QUILTS, nice and: -Representative, It's Fun, it's Four miles west Puryear, Ten"Just a minute," the friendly - its history and the exciting
BLACK
rows
have
N2C
horns,
TWO
large. Phone 753-8091.
convenient, its profitable. Call nessee. Contact J. F. Paschall,
young lady said. She disap- blend of natural beauty that inbeen missing for 2 weeks; near now: after 7 p.m. Collect 365-9424
404 Greenwood, Clinton, Tenpeared briefly, returned, and spired James Whitcomb Riley.
175 MASSY FERGUSON Diesel Marvin's Grocery If seen call or write Mrs. Janet Kunick, nessee,615-457-9646.
N IC
said,"My girlfriend will watch Folk dancers end SOW
Tractor, 4 plows, 10' disk and 6' 436-2337 or 436-2388 after 6:00 Manager Rt. 2 Box 136A Printhe desk; I'll give you a ride to
\
NIL (UPI) The PhilNIC ceton,Ky.
flushhog. See W. B. Kileoyne, 6 p.m.
N6C
Brown County State Park
Rayanihan folk danceFRAME HOME, two miles from
miles west of Mayfield or call 623where the bridge is located." group has completed a year of
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
wearing
bedrooms,
kitten
BLACK
LOST:
Two
Murray.
N5P
/1203.
And, alw did.
cultural performances in 25
Winter and Summer
.
flea collar in vicinity of North 7th
a day the year round
basement and upstairs. $9000 per
This country is something countries indurling the United
Dan
month. Couples only. See
Street Phone 753-5626 after 5:00
like the Berkshires without States, Canada, the Soviet
N1C
Shipley, 753-2878.
NIC
p.m.
hills 1600 feet is "high" here
Union, Scandinavia, the Middle
itlf SPAY ONLY
The villages have the same
and Eastern rurope.
East
Lon, BLACK kitten wearing
brick houses, the narrow
young Filipino folk
WISS PINKING
The
AUCTION SALE
and
streets, trinket shops, antique Jane:T:4 performed in the
flea collar in vicinity of North 7th
SHEARS Model CB7 Street. Phone 753-5726 after 5-00
exhibits, art on display and Viipo-70 in Japan, on the Ed
FOR SALE at public "auction,
ims claimed to be old and fam- Sullivan show and before PresiN4NC
p.m
1
i
g
Heg
Today 7.00
November 13, 1971 at 10:00 a.m.
ous.
dent Pompidou of France,
S. 13th Street
M,!rtny
the farm of the late Odia McFashion
Less
There are other things that king Olaf Y and Crown Prin.
BUY
TO
WANT
Clure 86 acres all bottom land,
When You Sew With fine
Phone 753 3914 Day or Nite
make for an interesting day in re:* Margaret and Prince IleaFabrics from
running water year round. Some
logs ars.
WANT TO BUY;
country. In Bloomington rick in Copenhagen.
the
and
Nome
Owned
Yeats
Over
20
Operated
buildings Ideal cattle fatm. 3
standing timber. Also have for
there is a cafe advertising
FAR-N -TRIM
Mount Greyloch -- 3,491
Licensed by State of Kentucky
miles Southwest of New Concord.
"Biscuits and Gravy 69 Cents."
sale lumber and sawdust.
North Side( otirt Si tin r
fcet
is the highest point in
UniPhone 436-2343 or 436-2367. N3P
Indiana
of
city
the
is
This
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
v Member Chamber of
Massachusetts.
TFC
Phone 753-4147.

CLAUDE L MILLER, Real Estate

'FROST ON PUNKIN'

Life Companies
Real Estate
Holdings Grow

Aluminum
Plates

25' each

Ledger & Times

Protect Your Home!

WoofMit
kni
Bi •

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

100

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

Commerce
•

Hoosier country
full of beauty
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* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Monday Evening *
_
Cu. 4
CH. 3
WSM
WS•L
5:30 News
5:30 News
6.00 Cactus Pete
6:00 News
6:2S Weather
6:30 Virginian
6 30 Sherman
800 Movie
7 00 Nan. & Prot 10:00 News
1 30 Blackman
10:30 Tonight
8.00 Football
II 00 News
11.30 Judd
12.30 News

CH 5
WLAC
4-00 News
6 30 Dead-Alive
7 00 Gunsmoke
8.00 Lucy
8,30 Doris Day
9.00 3 Sons
9 30 Arnie
10 00 News
10 30 Movie

,c
"i-,5 Li
5 30 News
6.00 News
4:30 Grn. Acres
7:00 Laugh-ln
8:00 Movie
10 - 00 News
10 30 Tonight

-

-

1799 and then developed a system of interchangeable parts
that became useful to many industries. Connecticut's Charles
Goodyear developed the
vulcanizing process. The brass
industry was begun at Waterbury,and insurance companies
sprang up in several cities.
Noah Webster published the
nation's first dictionary of consequence, and a revolver was
patented by Colt.

Revolutionary words
flowed from pulpit
Editor's Note: This is another story in a monthly series
looking ahead to the nation's
2110th birthday in 1976. The
chronological stories will describe each state in the order of
its admission to the nation.
By FRANK BAUER
Copley News Service
The delicate spires of the
familiar white churches of the
Connecticut countryside are
deceptive frosting for the
vigorous sermonizing that goes
on beneath them.
This was never truer than
during Revolutionary days
when the Connecticut pulpit resounded with biblical authority
for the cause of freedom and
heaped fiery denunciation on
Tory and tyrant.
In a little church in western
Connecticut, at Sharon, the

and grew to rival insurance as ly In the next century.
Eli Whitney, who is rememthe state's biggest employer.
Because of its jet engines and bered for the cotton gin, had his
the manufacture of firearms, first federal musket contract in
machine tools and explosives,
the state far outranked its size
as a defense contractor in
World War II. Its diversified industries have international
markets.
Because of its heavy involvement in defense, the state is
now feeling the employment
pinch of the cutback and seeking new diversification in
civilian lines. Aircraft jets, for
example, are being harnessed
to electric generators for production of power.
The state's unusual preservation of country atmosphere
amid its industrial complexity
is proving a magnet for companies seeking fresh air and
cultural opportunities. Several
New York City concerns have

CH 4
WSM
WSIL
6 DO NLOr
30 LeLanne
00
Today
9 00 The Hour
9 DO Dinah
70:00 USDA
9 30 Concen
10:30 That Girl
10.00 Salt Cen
11,00 Bewitched
10:30 Squares
11:30 Password
11:00 Jeopardy
12:00 My Child.
11:30 WWW
12:30 Make-Deal
12:00 Noon
):00 Newlyweds
1:00 Our Lives
1.30 Dating
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Gen Hosp.
2:00
An World
Life
One
2 10
2:30 Promise
3,00 Love Am
Somerset
3:00
3 . 30 matinee
3:30 Virginian
5:00 Cluth Car
5:00 Mayberry
5,30 News
5:25 Wea Spts
6:00 Cactus
5:30 News
6.25 Weather
00 News
6,30 Mod Sgd.
730 Movie:
6:30 Ironside
900 Marcus Welby 7:30 Serge
10:00 Weather
8:00 Fun Side
10 - 30 Cavett
Chan
:
'2 00 News
10:00 News
10 30 Ton,ght

01. 3

CH. 29
WDXR
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:35 Weather
1:40 News
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Creel. Feat
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

CH. 12
KFVS
5:30 News
5:45 Scoreboard
5:50 Weather
6:00 News
7:27 MIMS
7:/0 Moyle
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Movie
10:10 Movie
1200 Sports

Cu b
WS'71
5.30 News
6,00 Andy Grit
,
6.30 mo
II:00 NFL
11:00 News
11:30 Mo.,

MONDAY-NOVEMBER

19,.

Th
CH 0
Cu S
WPSO
WLAC
5 45 Journal
7 00 today
6.00 News
9 00 Dinah
6:30 N'Ville
AM
9 30 Concert!
Korn
1:S5 Kitc.
10 DO Sale cen.
8:00 Kangaroo
10 30 Squares
9:00 Tell-Truth
I 00 Jeopardy
9 30 T or C
11:30 W-W-W
10 00 Fern
Affair
11:55 News
10 30 Love of Life 12:00 News
II 00 Heart Is
12:15 Pastor
II 30 Search
12:30 Romp.
11 00 singing Con
12:55 Calendar
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Rev. Cotton Mather Smith announced the battle of Lexington, then rallied a hundred men
on the green after church services, ready to march. Smith
himself became a chaplain of
fame.
In a small church at
Poquonock, in the town of
Windsor, the Rev. Dan Foster
as early as 1774 was preaching
a series of sermons on government, steeped in revolutionary
philosophy. And in the same
town, the Rev David Sherman
Rowland in 1774 was producing
"a very great excitement" by
comparing George III with
Rehoboam, the last king of old
Israel
•'Sedition flows from the pulpit," said the protesting Tories
as they sat at worship and
heard themselves and their
king excoriated and then read
the sarn sermons reprinted in
the synipatheuc Connecticut
press
George Washington's good
friend and aide. Brother
Wesleyan and other Connecticut universities Dr Horace
Welles pioneered in the use of
anesthesia in Hartford in 1644,
and the Coast Guard Academy
was set up in New London just
after the Civil War.
The first telephone exchange
in the world was opened in New
Haven in 1877, and the Pope
Manufacturing Co. of Hartford
commenced making automobiles in 1897.
Connecticut's greatest industrial organization, in aircraft
engine manufacture, sprang
into being after World War I

announced plans to move
across state lines into Connecticut's Fairfield and adjacent comities.
The state had the perspicacity to acquire a discarded
federal airport after World War
II and has developed it into one
of the best international air stations in the East. The airport
serves the thriving city of Hartford and neighboring Springfield, Mass.
Jonathan" Trumbull, Connecticut's long-term governor
during the Revolution, Was
strongly influenced by his intimate friend, Solomon Williams, for 53 years the pastor at
Lebanon and an outspoken
sympathizer of the rebels.
The Connecticut clergy had
openly assailed the Stamp Act.
They urged the Colonists to
unity with the strongest overtones from the Bible. They kept
their parishioners informed
and aroused durirrg the war itself and created inspiring pictures of America's coming
greatness.
In parallel vigor the state responded to Washington's military needs. contributing Gen.
Israel Putnam and Nathan
Hale among others. In the
political arena there were
Roger Sherman, who signed
the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution, and
Silas Deane, who helped get
French aid for the Colonies.
In Revolutionary times Connecticut was largely engaged in
agricultural pursuits and supplied much of the beef for the
Army, but the state's role in industry and finance grew rapid-
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